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In 1926 the Russian translation of Weber's book was published in the Soviet Union. 

In the preface to the translated text the most eminent Soviet economic geographer 

N. Baranskí wrote: 

"One could recognize as quite uncontroversial that any step forward in the 
field of spatial distribution of industry can be achieved only through the 
Weber theory, and in no case outside it.!,l/ 

In I928, an English translation of Weber's book was published in Chicago,2* thus 

opening the American chapter in the adaptation and transformation of the locations! 

theory of Weber. 

The publication« of 2.M. Hoover^ and W. Isard^ara most outstanding in this field. 

These publications also show how the approach of Weber vas supplemented by later 

authors who inter alia took into account the changing distribution and scale of markets, 

a problem almost totally neglected by Weber. 

2.  The principal criterion of industrial location. 

In the past thirty years an important change is observable in the definition and 

evaluation of the principal criterion of industrial location. 

Some typical opinions are quoted below: 

In I962, a Soviet economist, A. Probst, wrote: 

"The technical and managerial progress in transportation diminishes 
transportation costs. This has a marked reflection in the field of 
industrial location ... where we find a tendency ... the diminishing 
role of transportation and the relative growth of importance of other 
factors."5/ 

A Belgian economist, Ph. Leurquin, analyzing the role of distance and transportation 

costs in industrial location, presents the following arguments: 

"At the time when Weber wrote, distance played a major part in determining 
the location of heavy industry. Technology was still relatively simple, 
which meant that there were not numerous complex variations of the ways 
in which factors could be combined; certain branchas of industry, like 
steel-making require bulky raw materais which are used up in processes 
of production. Historically, the location of many industrias can be so 
explained. For example, in I908, Swedish ore cost H».l6 marks a ton C.I.F. 
Kunrort and H».9* marks C.I.F. Dortmund; that was enough to discourage any 
considerable extension of the steel industry in the Dortmund area and to 
encourage it, on the other hand, in the vicinity of the Rhine-Buhr harbours. 

1/  Quoted from a footnote on page 113 in the book by J.G. Feygin, Razmeshchaniye 
proisvodstva cri kapitaliami« j Sotslalizme. Moscow 195*.    £Sffi2SS2S2SHi 

2/  Carl J. Friedrich, Alfred Weber's Theory of the location of Industries. Chicago, I92B 

y     ü.M. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity. New York 19*»8. 

y     W. Isard, Location and Space Economy. New York 1956 

V  A* Probst, Raameshcheniye soltsialisticheskoi promyshlennoati. Moscow 1962 - 
quoted from Mtsh translation, Warsaw 19&5, p.22gf      * 
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Today, the problem for many industries is much more complex; the 
^unsport factor and the distance factor play a less important part 
and are more and more in competition with other cost factors, the 
cost of water, of labour, etc.Ml/ 

Interesting empirical evidence is supplied by two American economists, T.P. Bergin 

and W.F. Êagan who conducted an inquiry ~ »into the factors'that play a part in the 

choice of. the location for new or expanding industries comprising 5,000 American under- 

takings which were new or had expanded during the last five years.  In response to 

this enquiry l,l80 repliée were received."^ 

The following table presents the results of this inquiry. 

TABLE 1 

The reasons of plant location for ll80 undertakings in the United States 

Reasons for Plant Location 

Availability of Labour 
Convenience to markets 
Availability of buildings or 
other property 
Lower labour costs 
Availability of raw materials 
Less unionization 
Local co-operativenese 
Home of management 
Climate 
Transportation costs 
Adequate power 
Centre of particular industry 
Transportation facilities 
Decentralization of operation 
Favourable tax structure 
Financial aid 

No. of Times Ranked as No. 

"•"•» *n dLanMfc 

Total 

559 
457 

394 
343 
327 
299 
29^ 
246 
239 
230 
229 
221 
174 
151 
127 
101 

93 
143 

96 
38 
89 
31 
20 
81 

22 
18 
69 
11 
25 
16 
18 

147     96 
97     65 

84 
53 
59 
53 
28 
41 
37 
48 
30 
30 
24 
27 

21 

57 
79 
53 
50 
55 
25 
33 
42 
^ 
29 
37 
31 

8 | 17 
16 

75 
54 

65 
69 
32 
57 
71 
27 
29 

2 

27 
38 
27 

\ 

63 
43 

41 
55 
39 
65 
89 
32 
42 
37 
45 
33 
35 
25 

Other 

j 

85 
55 

51 
49 
55 
43 
31 
ko 
50 
29 
46 
33 
29 
16 
22 
10 

a for Source;    International Information Centre for Local Credit - Government Meaaura 
the Promotion,of Regional Economic Development. The Hague/W, pHÜ 

1/   Ph. Leurquin - Marché Commun et Localisation«T Louvain I962, p.266. 

2/   international Information Centre for Local Credit.    Government Maaaurea for the 
Promotion of Region Economic Development.    The Hague, ijoT, >!5T^   

F 
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The leading role of labour problems in the field of industrial locations is fcund 

too by a British economist,   W.F.  Luttrell^who presents the following results of   -m 

inquiry into 93 British firms. 

TABLE 2 

Main impetus to finding a new location after 19^5 for 93 firms in Great Britein 

Industry group Labour Premisi 

Shoe 
Hosiery 
Clothing 
Textiles 
Engineering 
Electrical goods 
Metal goods 
Miscellaneous 

Total 
S  
Source: 

15 
24 
5 
7 
5 
8 
6 
k 

1 
2 
1 
3 
3 

74 10 

Other 

3 
5 

Total 

15 
24 
5 
9 
7 
9 

12 
12 

93 

. _   W.F. Luttrell. Factory Location and Industrial Movement, London, 1962, p.48 

a/ Premises - meaning physical premises (the need for new factory space). 

The French Papporteur, M. Parodi-'sums up as follows the question of criteria 

effecting the choice of location for industry: 

''(1) Certain professional organizations have been led to carry out enquiries 
among their members as to the reasons for the location of industry. These 
enquiries make it plain that when industries plan to carry out a programme of 
rapital investment they give special importance to the factor labour in 
deciding the question of location. 

This concern can be explained and justified by the tightness of the 
labour market in France since the Second World War. It might therefore be 
thought that the existence of labour made available by the abandonment of 
certain activities of the primary sector would be a consideration favouring 
the industrialization of rural areas. In actual fact the need to have highly 
qualified personnel limits to large towns the possibility of setting up 
industries and constitutes one of the reasons why the Paris area is found to 
be attractive. 

In view of the foregoing a distinction should be made between light 
Industries not employing highly technical processes but needing considerable 
manpower not very highly qualified, the location of which does not give rise 
to any special problem and heavy industry or industry with involved technical 
processes, the location of which is governed by various essential considerations. 

(2)  The existence of adequate basic physical equipment also determines, to 
a great extent, the location of industry. The availability to industrialists 
of land with all necessary services and above all the existence of rapid 

1/   W.F, Luttrell. Facto*r Location and Industrial Movement. London. 1962. 

2/ M. Parodi - A letter to the Secretariat dated 25 January, 1966. 
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communications are factors which will lead to a decision to make an 
investment. Means of communication must provide satisfactory 
connexions between production and consumption centres but also meet 
the internal needs of the enterprise by linking the management with 
the places in which industrial or ether work is carried on. 

Means of communication comprise not only roads and railway 
lines ard various types of transport equipment but also telecommunications, 
the development of which is indispensable for industrialization at the 
present time. 

The removal of industries from supply areas to consuming areas 
is a phenomenon which is to be found fairly generaly.  Not all 
industries, however, follow this trend; the aluminium industry, for 
example, still remains dependent on supplies of energy.  It ie 
therefore clear that, besides the question of the actual existence of 
means of transport, their cost is a determining factor in the 
calculations of heads of enterprises. 

(3) The economic and social environment is far from being a matter 
of no consequence for questions of investment.  The degree of activity 
of the local economy should be such as to enable an undertaking which 
is set up there both to obtcin its necessary supplies and to find 
markets.  Such considerations will, however, be affected by the size 
of the undertaking; they are of lesser importance for undertakings 
operating on a national scale but paramount for the medium-sized 
undertaking.  On the ether hand, the existence of a relatively 
healthy social climate is an essential basis for industrial development 
irrespective of the size of the enterprise.  It should be noted that 
this preoccupation is shared by foreign investors, who choose Europe as 
a location in the light of this criterion." 

From what has been said the following conclusion can be put forward: in the 

past 30 years one of ^he most important changes in the :ield of industrial location 

can be described as the growing role of labour problems and the diminishing role of 

transport cost8.=/ 

This is naturally a simplification but this formulation is perhaps useful as a 

starting point for international discussion. 

There is no doubt that in reality the principal factor influencing location is 

always intor-related with other factors, which jointly create a complex reflecting 

the technological, economic and social conditions of a particular country. 

1/  In these generalisations the changing pattern of transportation systems must be 
taken into account»  The impact of the development of modem highway system« 
on the location of economic activity is especially important in this fisld. 
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3.      The_chüii£in^_r.°¿2.^Lj^J^aL^^gJìag^^^^strial locati on 

¿ach plant  -ocMticn has  to sol-,, raw prcbi«aö  of land utilization.      Therefore, 

the natural environnent ir, a oorr^nent  factor  m industrie:!   Location.       Eut the 

role of th?.3 ft-Uor  is ohongiae both in time and m space. 

It can be aigued thac trchnic: 1 prog-ece,  via tin. dine every of new mineral 

deposits or  ïv> introducían cL- aew projets,   i? dimirIr.hing cha rolo  of natural 

emironme.it by increasing  Lh« number of : optional choices.      But the trend of the 

intasine rolo  er hi? plant« is in meet r.aSós acting in xha opposite direction.^ 

It is much mar? difficult  oo find a proper pl^e for the location of  the big plant, 

than of  the anali  cnu.      It *aB reu-.-j.veiy e.sy - 50 years age - to iind limestone 

deposits for a cement mi] 1 with c. yearly capacity of 100,000 tons.      m contemporary 

conditions if we look fir listona deposits co locate a cement mill with a yearly 

capacity of i  million tons,  the amount  of choices among suitable limestone deposits 
is reduced drastically. 

The same problem exists in the case of the water supply necessary for *he 

location of a power station or a metallurgical plant,  if we compere the situations 
now and 50 yeare ago. 

So wo have to agree with the following generalizations of A. Probst^ 

(a) technical progress is changing the role of natural environment 
in indu3trial location 

(b) there aro several trends in this change which are net acting in 
the same direction. 

These generalisations can Ve further exemplified by the change in the 

relative significance  of different elements uf natural environment for industrial 
location. 

It is interesting to note that K. Weher,  publishing his book in 1909, took 

into account only one element of natural environment, the mineral deposits.     The 

1/   Compie:    A. Kuklinski, Polish Geographical Review, Vol, JÜÜCII.    Supplement I960 - 
Probi ans In tao Location of Brlckwlrli» 'ndustrv In Pol^yd and L. C-É^cka, 
?',£   ITZ^    ^^S^^a^.tJie.Intaxrelations betwaan Industri»! PW« „M 
S»°Sr ^Mcal,Eny^rignment, Geograpfcia Polonica 2, Ï964~ 

^   nuÜd°bíl g^^^JgfeatoUfl^tiwfcol prcmyshlennlQ«^. Moscow, 1962 - 
quoted from Polisn translation, Warsaw 1965, p. 418-4197^ 
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problems of water and climate ware considered uniapcrtant.      According to A. We*#er 

"water is a practically unlimited,  and therefore an absolute ubiquity in many 

German regions".-^    Forty-tLiee yeaxs later hi tlw United States,  the Presidents' 

Material Policy Commission stated:     "By 1975,  access to good water may become the 

most important factor in deciding where to locate industries".^ 

So in the evaluation of water, we hare a basic change:    water is no longer a 

free commodity,  it is a scarce commodity.      In the field of location this change 

is reflected in the fon owing statement:    water is no longer a ubiquitous material 

available practically everywhere,  it is a localized material available in a Halted 
number of places. 

In contemporary conditions water is a very important factor in industrial 

development and location.      In the United States about 50 per cent of total water 

use is represented >y the demand of thermal electric power generation and 
manufacturing industry. 

According to J. Barchert-^ there are three characteristic features of 
industrial water use in the United States. 

(a) Industrial water use is concentrated within a few types af 
manufacturing industri es!/ 

(b) Industrial water use is concentrated in a relatively small number 
of big plants 

(c) Industrial water use is concentrated on a relatively •—n territory 
(less than 1 per cent of the land area of the United States accounts 
for 52 per cent of the nation» manufacturing water use). 

In such conditions industrial water use is not enly a problem of Industrial 

location but also a problem of regional economic development. 

I/   A. Weber - aweary pf ^ Location of m^trles. Chicago 1929, p.51. 

2/   Heaouroes for Tread«T Vol. 1, Washington DC, 1952, p.50. 

2/   Industrial Water Use in the United States. Polish Qeographioal Review, 
vol. ££KI. No.1-2, I960.    Analyzing the industrial water use in the United 
States, J. Borchert did not take into account the changes in this field which 
will be introduced in case of successful solutions of the problem of 

TS^^m^^mÌVf\tJi
mms    J- ****'* WW »crtl tri Ml*, The Observer, September 11, 1966. 

y   Compare United Rations, Water for Industrial use - Mew York, 1958. 
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The role Qí   clima te .n industrial location in loss pronounced than the role 

of vater  resouiaon, csperieUy  if   t,n<j ¿i-cv.fls.cn is limited to  oho productive 
aspect of -AIL '..roblan .i   rxc  '•ab-?3i   c I....mute   -¡.s ncc raco^nizcc*  as a specie! 
factor in the locati jrt  of, the   oroducLlvo  facilit?en .^' 

Nevertheless, tht  type  of climete in tho chos.m location 13 reflected in the 

leiel of investment cut lays for tin construction of the ¿i-ren pJan^.      The most 

obvious example  ±3 the  investment in air-condi ¡Honing faculties  in industries 

where specific conditions, of  temperature and aumLdUy must be created for the 
production process. 

Another exwnpl* 13 supplied by the recent developments in industrial design 

promoting tho r.pplî est i an et roctf-less solutions, especially Jn the construction 

of plants  producing citric  never,   sulphuric acid and comenta    In this way, 

the investment  outlays for buildings ore reduced.      This solution inprovea the 

efficiency of industrial investment  since not the performance of the building b'tt 

the peri ormarne  of the direct productive equipment is reflected in the capital-output 

ratio.     However, this technique of construction cannot be applied in all climatic 
conditions. 

In the evaluation of the role of natural environment in industrial location, 

not only the «inpW but also the "output" aspect of the problem should be taken 
into aoeo'mt. 

In the classical micro-economic approach the input considerations were moat 

Important.      The different elements of natural environment wore evaluated from the 

point of viev, of the efficiency of production of the given plant.      In recent 

years now t.ronds have uean obsorvable in this fiali, and tho validity of the output 

side U receiving growing recognition.     The macio-eocnomic problenr^'of air and 

water pollution we sol/ed not only by the urban and regional authorities, but also 
by the industry tt.se.if. 

den industriellen Standort. ¿/   Compare:    G. Grundke, Die Bedeutui 
1%5 Gotha. 

11   SSSlító?* B9biá,kÍ; Pro.1?^^Wìle asJOadfr PTZwtlowyeh.      Tender 

-'   °¿S?*9\ G# T?1** U^ ?* H9831D«> g^tentraVter der Vass«rverfor, 
^msSF^ejX^^^ firn Beitra« über die ZuiaananMnge wischen 
grossetaat lâcher Ballung unJ "social coots", Bad Oodesberg 1%2. 
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Nevertheless the problem of how to arrest and eliminate the processes of 

deterioration of natural environment caused by undesirable industrial outputs has 

not yet been solved in a satisfactory way in any country. 

A long-run approach to the utilization of natural environment should receive 

full recognition.      This long-run approach is required not only on account of 

direct productive demands, as in the case of the growing role of water resources 

in industrial development, but also because of the fact that the quality of the 

natural environment is in many cases an important factor in attracting the labour 

farce, especially highly skilled personnel, to a given region or town where the 

plant is or will be located.      In this sense amenities ure emerging as a new 

factor in the determination of industrial location.^ 

*•     Structural oh^n^ in industry and the criteria of location 

Not only are the criteria of industrial location changing in time end in 

spaoe but there also exists a marked differentiation in the application of those 

criteria when différant industrial sectors and branches are considered. 

The loocitional pattern of a given sector or branch is closely associated 

with the particular features of technological and managerial solutions adopted in 
the industry concern od. 

Therefore, the sectoral differences in the rate of industrial growth and the 

resulting changes in industrial structure2'   should be a guideline for the 

locatiaaal studies.      Conclusions should be drawn from the basic fact that in the 

dynamic sectors and branches mare demand for new locations will be generated than 
in the relatively static ones. 

The more important trends in this field in the past 30 years can be summarised 

a« follows:    the most dynamic sectors have been the aetal-prooessiog, ehemioal 

industries, electricity and gas,and non-metallic minerals and and products (Eastern 

lurope).     Empirical eviienee for Sur ope and North America in the years 1950-1962 

is summarized in the accoaperying tables (see Tablea 3 and 4). 

1/   Compare:    H. Perloff and L. Wingto, Saturai Reso»•» icnd« 
fPvUMl0 Qryftfr lQ the volume edited by J. Iriedman, Regional Development and 
Planning, Cambridge 1964. 

tí   ?2T"\ J^**** J' HQffÄUU     TU» Orami of Industrial neonates. New York, 
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It is perhaps worth mentioning that the vast majority of locatioaal studies 

prepared in most countries of the world «till reflect the nineteenth century pattern 

of industrial growth through their preference for studying the location of metal- 

smelting industries and of textile and food industries,      This trend should be 

reversed and the study of the location of expanding industries should get preferential 
treatment. 

This is not an easy change.      The effect of the inertia existing in connexion 

with studiea of the location of industry is made greater by the methodological and 

technical diTflcultlei involved in the study of the aetal-proceeaing and more 
especially of the chemical industries. 

Nevertheless, some pioneering studi es,¿/could, or even should be taken as a 

starting point, with a view to encouraging comprehensive programmes developing the 

locational studies of the metal-processing and chemical industries.     Aperies of 

tpecialieed international symposia could possibly be organised in this field. 

5-     ?he emergence of nwcr^e^onj^jc^ritaria of industriai location 

The late twenties witnessed both the peak of popularity of Weber's theory and 
also the fir at important challenge to the theory. 

It ie not an accident that this challenge was formulated in the Soviet union 

during the dramatic discussion on the location of new capacity of the iron and eteel 
industry.-* 

Tvo solutions u.re reviewed! 

(a)    «» ejawaion of tha «ditti« iron ind iteel industry in the 
Burop.» p„t of the Soviet Union and «pMUUyTnoSLÎÎ 

•ÎU\£*!Î~?" °V "O"* *". tor th. iron ind ifel indurtrr 
Inj*. Una. ad IM« Siberia - th. Ural-Kum.tik ÎSS^Ld 

Ä. th.ory of Weber „.. UMd », an Uporfnt argu»nt «pporting th. firrt 

'°1UttCn*nd 'tn">^ tlw Prohibitive tran.port.tion „o.t. of th. »coni. 

V ^^^^^W^^^ÄhÄ! 

«Tfr   »0.3, 19».        «•«niaii.tlon fama.., th. QuSt^lv lo^f „«• 
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The followers of the idea of the Ural-Kuznetsk integrated plant, indicated 

correctly that the theory of Weber cannot be used in this case.      The approach of 

Weber was a typical mi ero-economic and short-run approach, taking for granted the 

existing distribution of population and economic activity.      The décision to build 

the UKK was a typical macro-economic and long-run decision designed to change the 
existing distribution of population and economic activity. 

The second solution was implemented and already in the late thirties the UKK 

emerged as the most efficient steel producer in the Soviet Union.      The economies of 

large-scale operations used in all stages of mining, processing and transportation 
activities went far to explain this success. 

The UKK experience may be said to merit special mention as being probably the 

first example of the successful application of a long-run and macro-economic approach 
to the criteria of industrial location. 

In the Western countries the emergence of macro-economic criteria of industrial 

location was associated with the first examples of stato intervention in the field 
of industrial location and regional economic development. 

In the United States the well-known TVA programme was started in the framework 

of New Deal policies.      The implementation of the TVA programme created in this 

region new conditions for industrial development.      Accord?*« to S.H. Hoboed 

'A major economic development feature of the Tenessee Valley experience 
ÄÄl? S^í ^tri*^tion.      Since 1933, whoTinl T^waT 
2!î£^!Îft the Valley economy has grown at a faster rate than the 
ï£?2î f Ï?S ****!* from a Predominantly agricultural areato kn 
ÍSu^ília?+,

e3q>andÍngÍndUStrlal r0gion-      * «*. *•• boïhVSapid industrialisation and extensive out-migration of surplus labour, income 

z,T^^in^z:z:^7 reached a levei ?f *^ A" 
A very important chapter relating to the Western experience in this field was 

written by the United Kingdom where a Special Areas Act was passed in 193A. Ibis 

Act marked the acceptance by the Government of some responsibility for influencing 
the pattern of industrial location. 

2/     Stefan H. Robock, op.cit. p.7. 
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The objectives of this policy are described by B.J. Loasby in the following way¡ 

'The whole history of location policy in this country has been 
conditioned by its origins in the realization that acute problems of 
localized unemployment lay half-concealed beneath the general 
depression of the inter-war years.      It was, therefore, inevitable that 
location policy should be seen mainly as a means of alleviating such 
localized unemployment.!/ 

The same author gives the following appreciation of the results of the first 
six years of this policy: 

In 1939 location policy could claim only the most modest succeas. 

toni/of T pe.ap?ct' ^owever, it had been successful:      it had become a 
£rtL r    T *nt?re?í' «* the object of a Royal Commission (the 
Barlow Commission) which was established in 1937 and reported in 1940. 
2uJ£iWJ^rVi VlaS3ic exa*Ple of an inquiry with its con- 
Seli^Hv   íten Ín^ítS t0rms of Prence, with their emphasis on 
£asf if X T¿ °f îha *?£** dlstrlb"*°n of population     BttT.t 
ÍtoíLíÍ^ ^í ÏÏ Set the problem in a c°ntext which included 
£*££d Íon^rnl^th:>,Pr?ble!1,0f con^8tion in the great cities, and envisaged control over the location of industry as a means of remedvinir 
what it saw as a maldistribution of industry.     The ideathat thWiî 
some pattern of industry which is best for^ partici regton   Z lor 

toSSS^JV Wh0leVanf towards whi<* GovLmenTSfort sSouîfbe 

seeLd îo £ îîgî   ÏT uas never exPlioitly stated.      Implicitly, it 
SoXS.^   WhiCh W0Uld miniŒ±Ze ^^-egional vLiatíoís 2 

i »ore detailed account of the ^plication of macro-economic criteria will be 

given in the following sections of this paper.      Here it will be sufficient to 

«9ha*M that both in the Easter* and Western countries the emergence of macro- 

IZl^T? tf indUfltriûl locatlon was Mocuuà ** «• «•«*— ot 
indurai development or industrial depression in the years 1927-1939 

y    ££ SÄ; B.g^/Sg17'      ThirtT ^^^T      strict 
.S/     B.J. Loaaby, op.cit. p.35. 
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Section II 

The choice of location by an individual enterprise and groups of enterprises 

1.      The choice of location by an individual plant 

The traditional solution of this problem was designed for a new plant trying 

to find an answer to the following question:    ''In what place would the costs of 

production of the new plant be minimized".    The problem of location was in most 

cases the last one in the process of investment decision. 

Consciously or intuitively,  the comparative cost approach was used and the 

variation of costs between different locations was examined for the selected type 

of plant.    The material presented by W.G. HolmeB,  who analyzed the comparative 

costs of a Portland Cement plant at four possible locations in the United States, 

can be taken as an example. 

TABLí: 5 
a/ Computations of delivered-to-customers cost-'according to location of cement mill 

Costs are per barrel 

Site 
A B C D 

Raw materials at the mill: « 1 9 I 
Limestone 0.14 O.I6 0.13 0.10 
Shale                                     .02 .03 •   .02 .03 
Gypsum .04    , 

( .20)^ 
.04 L/ .Ok-   j .04    , 

Fuel and Power: 
Coal .27 .19 .30 .22 
Electrical energy .18 .22 •     .26 .20 

(.6» (  .64) (  -7» ( •?» 
Works expense: 

• Mill labour .14 .16 .12 .14 
Superintendence,  laboratory,  repair parts etc. .08 .08 .09    • .08 

( .m ( .«8) (   •#>> ( .«D 
General expense an<j charges: 

Administration and incidentals .06 .05 .05 .05 
Insurance .01 .01 .01 .01 
Taxes (including income) .06 .08 .10 .08 
Bond interest .05 .05 .05 .05 
Amortization .06 .06 .06 .06 

(i.ii) <i-W (1.23) a.o6) 
Distribution: 

Packing,  sack cleaning, and sack loss .07 .07 .07 .07 
Sales .10 .09 .10 .11 
Transportation (to market) l.li .24 .30 .40 

Total x» 5.? 1.Í0 ÌM 
Source: W.G. Holmes:    Plant Location, McQraw Hill. 1930:    quoted in Industriel 

Location and National EôSOUTCAô — Na^ioaa-l Resources Planning Board, 
Washington, 1943, p.335. 

a/To a large extent these figures are taken from an actual case.    Some changes have 
been made both to increase the effectiveness for purposes of illustration and to 
conceal the identity of the company. 

b/Figures in parentheses are cumulative totals. 
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The cost itema given in Table 5 can be divided into two groups. 

(a) cost items which depend upon location (for example, limestone, 
coal, labour and transportation); ^^ ' 

(b) cost items which are independent of location (for example, 
insurance, amortization, packing). —*«», 

This is a valid distinction because in some cases the analysis could be 

confined to those items of cost which vary most with changes in location of a given 
industry. 

The comparative cost technique has a long history of successful applications 
in different economic and social systems and there is no doubt that it will be 
useful in the future.-» 

However, the :iev trends of industrial development axe creating much more 

complicated problems than those cover* by Table 5 - and in consequence restricting 

the application of the classical comparative cost technique to a diminiahing number 
of cases. ^   ^ 

i» «HU*, of th. loctiontì «.cil«. 1» th. iadu.tri.1 TcZtrUs „uM 
probab* «ahi. . t«»d to b. .rfrtll** „„.ving , ^^ nuaber rf ^ 
*m* th. p„bl« of location w „lv9i> Mt ^ ^ ^ Q{ ^ rf ^        ^ 

ZZTZU" i*>1*àml pUBt ** **" *• ^ rfrt-'«r-,rf plant. 
for*»« . hi*« —^i* »nit.     this ^t could h d.acrib«. as . «no.» in . 

~k.t-.cono», e«ntr, or an induatrial .„oci.Uon in . pJUnn.d-.eon«*. ^ 

in thiTn^T T 1,V,rt*nt *"*—" »rt"~ »• ««•* - Pi-»- ..«o*.. 

«V«~ «tt-tion •»*.*« to « l^rt«, point of **1^T th. 

£Tw   ^lM,ti0M1 d•oi'lo," **- ^ *"* «• «*« -»««tU 
»thin «iah unit. th. proni«, of loction « •** i» two w,., 
(a)   in th. traditional way, whan - 

!•     th. probi« of location i. r.atriet«i to m pl»t. 
ii.- th. probi« of location ia th. lut ~.. <- *•.- 

«f lay.rt.nt d^rton.. to **". ""— 

W. lawaUo, -    - 
rf.n9-trr. 

U» York 1960, pp.»3-a45| 
»«• JddSïîl. ttow 1965, 
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(b)    in the modern way., when - 

i.      the problem of location is recognized as a comprehensive 
one covering the location oí' new productive capacity and 
including both the expansion of the old plants and the 
construction of new one.:. 

ii.      the problem of location is incorporated in the whole process 
of investment decisions end the feed-back possibility is 
recognized.      A good exa-aple of feed-back possibilities is a 
situation when the decision on the size of plant or the 
decision on the factor proportions is changed in order to 
take advantage of the results of the locatlonal analysis. 

It is perhaps interesting to note that there are very few publications 

analyzing the second way and describing the feed-back effects of locatlonal studies. 

It is worthwhile to note too, that probably 60-80 per cent of investment in 

manufacturing industry in developed countries is allocated to the expansion of 

existing plants and only something under 40 per cont to the consxruction of new 
ones. 

In Table 6 there are data showing this proportion in the case of the industries 

of the Soviet Union.      In this case the main attention of locatlonal studies is 

concentrated on problems representing only less than 40 per cent of tctal industrial 

investment. 

It is true that the location of new plants deserves special attention, but at 

the same time the above-mentioned proportions should be kept in mind. 

3-      The locational implication of the change in size of industrial plants 

There exists an impressive number of publications analyzing the economies of 

large-scale production and of the growing size of industrial plants,-»  which is one 

of the most important trends in the development of modern industrial technology. 

1/     Compare:      a. Armstrong, A. Silberston.      Size of plant, size of enterprise and 
concentration in British manufacturing industry 1935-1958.      Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society No. 3, 1965.     J.S. Bain.     Economie s of Scale Concentration 
and the Condition of Entry in Twenty Manufacturing Industries.     fte aâërîcân 
Economic Review, No. 1, 1954.     L. Berri and J. Shllin. Ekonomicheakaya effekUvnost 
kontsentracii prolzvodstva v promyshlennosti. Voprosy BkonoaUd. No.9. 1965. 
P.S. Florence.      Investment Location and Size of plant. Cambrläge University 
Press, 1958.      M.M. MetwaHyl     A comparison betweenRepresentatlve Size of Plant 
in Manufacturing Industries in Indus trial!» ed and Uas-induatgiallsed Countries. 
Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and Social Researcn, Ho.¿, i$é5.—Mani Size and 
Economies of Scale - Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin, tJBVfo.é, 
New York, 1964. 
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TABLE 6 

Relative share of investment in expansion, reconstruction and modernization 
in total investment^in the USSR industry 

Percentages s 

1959 

Total industry 

Ferrous metallurgy 
Non-ferrous metallurgy 
Coal 
Oil and gas 
Electricity production and transmission 
Engineering 
Chemicals 
Construction materials 
Limber and wood processing 
Light indus try- 
Food industry 

51 

62 

1963 

61 

60 

S£U£ce:    Kapjtalnoe stroltelstvo ffSffi. Moscow, 1961, p.69 

a/   Investment in production facilities only. 

T¿BLE 7 

Size of establishments in Polish State industry 

45 53 
59 69 
28 35 
19 22 
70 81 
51 51 
AB 62 
56 60 
49 51 
59 61 

Employment size 

Up to 4 

»umber of establiatoents  j Number of persona employed 

5 
11 
16 
51 

101 
201 

10 
15 
50 

100 
200 
500 

501 -1000 
1001 -2000 
2001 .5000 
5001 - and more 

if 
21.1 
17.0 
6.5 

21.9 
12.0 
8.0 
7.1 
3.3 
1.7 
1.1 
0.3 

1960 
% 

12& 
21.0 0.3 
16.6 0.8 
5.9 0.5 

21.3 4.5 
12.0 5.6 
7.9 7.4 
7.9 14.7 
3.8 15.2 
2.0 15.2 
Ì.2 21.9 
0.4 13.9 

0.3 
0.7 
0.4 
3.8 
5.1 
6.9 

14.9 
15.9 
15.8 
21.7 
14.5 

ÄÄS«:   gftrtrgtTfcfl,ftywirffall» Olówgr 0r»ad Statystyciny, Waraaw 1963, p.97 
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TABLE 8 

Manufacturing industry - Distribution by sise of plant in Great Britain 

No. employed in plant 

11 - 50 
50- 100 

100 - 300 
300 - 500 
500 - 1,000 

1,000- 1,500 
1,500- 3,000 
3,000 + 

11 - 50 
50- 100 

100 - 300 
300 - 500 
500- 1,000 

1,000- 1,500 
1,500 - 3,000 
3,000 • 

Number of plants (actual) 
Number of plants (index) 
Output (index) 
Output per plant (index) 

1935 1951 1958 

Percentage of total employment 

9.7 
8.8 

20.9 
11.4 
13.9 
7.9 

n'5>27 L 
13.9)27'* 

ä:? 11.5 
10.4 

26.2 22.2 
12.8 11.6 
13.9 13.6 
4.3 7.2 

jl5.2 (266) 9.0)  6 (388) 
12.6)23-6 (161) 

(428) 
(2M) 

12.8 
11.2 
25.1 
12.5 
14.0 
6.0 

Percentage of gross output 

¡18.4 

47,730 
100 
100 
100 

J  

9.9 
9.7 

22.2 
12.6 
14.1 
7.1 

11.7)24*6 

56,200 
118 
164 
139 

8.3 
7.4 

19.2 
11.1 
13.6 
8.7 

13.3) 
ia.¿) 31.7 

54,740 
115 
191 
161 

Sourcet A Armstrong and A. Sttbarston, Si»« of PU»t. Sise of 8n 
Concentration in Brlt^«h M|«»fftcturing iMustry 1&L14Ì 
the Royal Statistical àociety. Vol. 2é7p»rt 3, 196? 

mteLMá 
Journal of 

• J«-.-Jl»»*l^É»     .•*&**'•***: a» ^¡Ai/k.Mr^n^^^j- T^--r: »r,-^. * ..».t^-.aaii 
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TABLE 9 

Manufacturing industry - distribution by size of establishments in the United States 

Establishment with Nimbe r of fifuober of Value added 
an average 

of employees 

establishments employ 

1947 

aes by L&nufacture 

1947 1958 1958 1947 1958 

% % * % % % 

1    -           4 29.2 35.4 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.3 
5    -          9 19.4 17.0 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.8 

10   -         19 16.9 15.7 3.9 4.2 3.5 3.4 
20   .-         49 16.6 15.5 8.7 9.4 8.1 7.8 
50    -         99 7.8 7.3 9.1 9.8 8.9 8.5 

100    -       249 5.9 5.4 15.6 16.2 15.8 15.0 
250    -       499 2.3 2.1 13.5 14.0 14.0 13.7 
500   -       999 1.1 0.9 13.1 12.3 13.6 12.8 

1,000   -   2,499 0.6 0.5 15.0 13.3 15.6 15.2 
2,500 and over 0.2 0.2 17.8 17.2 17.2 20.5 

All establishments 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1OG.0 

All establishments 
in absolute figures 240,807 298,182 14,293,963 15,393,766 74,290,475 141,270,297 

Per one establish- 
ment X X 59.35 53.69 0.309 0.494 

Index                            i X x 

ISS&» 195< 

100 90.46 100 159,87 

Sfflijse:    US Census oi Ì, Volume 1, p. 2-2 

it i 
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This trend is especially evident in some branches of manufacturing industry. 

Mention may be made, in particular, of plants producing electricity, steel, cement, 

fertilizers, petrochemicals and motor cars.      Nevertheless there are branches of 

industry where the small plant is demonstrating an astonishing power of survival 

and expansion.      It is very difficult to get the general inventory and evaluation 

of change in this field.      There exists an additional technical difficulty:      in 

many countries the statistical data describe the aia© of enterprise and not the 
sise of plant. 

Although in many cases it may be assumed that the growing sise of enterprises 

represents the counterpart of the growing size of plant, there are also numerous 

cases where the growing size of enterprises is the result of institutional changes, 

which favour the creation of multi-plant enterprises.     This is particularly true, 

for instance, in the Soviet Union and Poland where the recent tendency has been 

towards amalgamation of enterprises into larger organizational units.     Also for 

Great Britain, the available data indicate a growing role of relatively larger 

enterprises associated with a decline in the total number of existing industrial 

establishments (compare Tables 7, 8 and 9).      The US expérience in the years 

1947-1956 (see Table 9) does not support the arguments of those who predict the 

relatively fast rate of disappearance of small plants.      la this period in the US 

the absolute number of plants was growing and the role of the large plants in the 
manufacturing industry increased only slightly. 

In short, it may be said that although a rise in the size of plants may have 

been the more prevalent tendency in recent years, the direction and rate of change 

were certainly àitterentiated sectorally (among industries), and geographically 

(among countries).     Analyzing the locational implications of the changes in the 

alie of industrial plants, attention may be drawn to the following problems. 

(a) the role of external economies and infra-structure investment 

(b) the role of distance in the supply of inputs and ditribation of outputs. 
(c) the role of physical space. 

(a)   The role of external economies and infra-structure investment in the location 

of Industrial plants of different sises.     Some specialists in the field of 
industrial location argue that: 

"«ternal economies ..... today constitute, on an increasing scale, the , / 
principal factor of attraction in determining the location of industry".^ 

1/    Ph.w^»   »irti1* "TT"11 •* ^cslisatlopá. Louvain 1962, p.266. 

m 
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Fig. 1. 

Average cost as a function of scale 

average 
(unit) cost 

total cost 

optlmun capacity output or capacity 

Source: C. Kadae, aa.gü., p.198 
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There is no doubt  that such economies are an important factor, but it can be 

argued that the laree plant is less dependent on external economies than the small 

or medium-size plant. 

There are two arguments supporting this point of view: 

i.      there are many elements which are recognized as external economies in 
relation to the small plant - and as internal economies inside the big 
plant.      Specialist maintenance services are a good example:    they are 
supplied from outside to the small plant but from inside in the case of 
the large plant. 

ii.    the small plant is too weak to provide, when necessary, the missing 
elements of infra-s tructure investment, the large plant has resources 
which are sufficient to take care of the missing elements of infra- 
structure investment. 

In fact,  experience with the construction of large plants in under-developed 

regions affords a number of examples of such solutions. 

(b) The role of distance in the supply of inputs and distribution of outputs. 

It is generally accepted that the growing size of plant and the growing benefits 

of the economies of scale are in most cases associated with the possibility of 

extending the area of supply of inputs and the area of distribution of outputs. 

This problem is well demonstrated by Figure 1 (see end of Study) reproduced from 

a paper by C. Kadas.-' 

Ceteris paribus, the large plant is in a better position to serve the distant 

national and international markets than the small one.      This means that as the 

siae of plant grows the role of distance diminishes especially as large plants 

have a better access to the facilities of large-scale mass transport.      It is 

not an accident that so many new large plants are located or. the sea coast. 

(c) The role of physical space. 

One of the new trends of modern industrial dasign and technology can be described 
2? 

as the growing use of space.        Industrial construction, especially of large 

plants, is beginning to constitute an acute land-use problem in densely settled 

areas.      This consideration is an important factor favouring the location of new 

large plants outside over-congested metropolitan areas. 

1/   C. Kadas.      The Impact of the Development of Transportation on tht* OPtlmnl Bllift of 
plants and on optimal regional location.    Regional Science Association Papers. 
Volume HI, 1964. 

7j   Compare:    C.2. Babinski:   Modern Trends in Industrial Design. Warsaw, 1962. 
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In conclusion, it can be sold that the growing size of plant is associated 

with growing difficulties ^ finding a proper place where the lay-out of the 

plant can be designed according to the rules of modern industrial technology 

and architecture, allowing also sufficient space for the future expansion of 
the plant. 

there are many approache. to the problem of technological integration and 

socialisation in manufacturing industry.      In this paper technological integration 

will be considered as Wving the growth of plant, or groups of plants situated 

in the same location and performing activities «subject to important technological, 
marketing and other interrelations."^ 

Technological specialization is,  according to the approach adopted in this 

study, a process of splitting up operations previously performed in one plant and 

establishing new plants which through the limitations in the scope of their output 

benefit from certain economies of scale even in medium-sizod and small producing 

unios       The locations! implications of these two processes can now be considered. 
UJ    A» JTOttCTifll  1 TOÜQatlon* of technoingW,  mtffm^n 

There are different types of technological integration associated 

with different stages of industrial development.     The first 

industrial revolution concentrated attention on integration in 
the textile and steel industries. 

In the present stage of industrial development integration in the 
cheuical industries is most important.     In this case the 

concentration in one location of a set of technologically inter- 

related activities generates economic advantages which encourage 
this solution in a growing number of cases. 

The locaUonal implication of this process can be described a* 

the diminishing role of external economies and the growing 

preference for locating integrated plante outeide the over- 
congeeted metropolitan areas. 

mt¿. 

1/   Coaparet   ¥. Isard, 0D.d|f p.409. 
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It would seem that the location of an Integrated plant or a 

multi-plant enterprise is in most cases one of the best ways 

of promoting the industrialization of an under-developed 

region. 

Technological integration also stimulates the development of 

new techniques of locations! analysis.  The classical 

comparative cost approach is applied most successfully in 

single commodity industries.  In these oases all costa could 

be recomputed on the basis of a given unit of physical output 

like one kWh of electricity, 1 ton of steel, cement or sugar. 

In the case of modern chemical industries the situation is much 

more complicated.  The integrated plant produces a given set of 

interrelated outputs and the advantages and disadvantages of 

location and the economies of scale must be related in a 

comprehensive way io this set.  To solve this problem a new 

technique of analysis has been developed - the industrial complex 

analysis.  V. Isard gives the following evaluation of this 

' technique.*' 
f In conclusion, it may be stated that for many problema of 
resource use, industrial location, and regional development, 
industrial complex -analysis is a useful technique.     It oan 
identify and evaluate profitable situations and activity 
combinations which cannot be accurately assessed, either by 
industry-by-induatry comparative cost studies or by strictly 
linear }.nt3r-indus try techniques.     In one sense, the industrial 
oomplex approach is a hybrid approach}   it can affectively 
isolati and evaluate the interplay of key variables among grctips 
(subsystems) of highly interrelated activities.  ' 

(*>)  Tto IvfinMqnil trollfifltilPBB rf totaplrelgil retgiilliatiQfl« 
Technological specialization is a typical phenomenon in the metal- 

processing industries.     In the case of specialised plant« "external 

economie*, and especially co-operation with other plants," are a 

very important factor affecting location.     This is the world of   . 

-     iûterr%l*Uohs between plants acting in the cspa/^ty.-OÍ opnlirwtörs 

y   ¥• Isard, OP. ait. pOll. 

_ âtt-J", -d^. aa-— j^-JL^k**...     .* - J.^._...J....-     > - ^^.,. .   ,.   jE-.tes^a---*».-  -    - ..  •—'ft     fr^TiTlrrtiT 
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and subcontractors and in some cases in that of assembly-line 

industries which generate demand for thousands of specialized 

plants.      The locational implications of this process can be 

described as the preference for locating specialized plants in the 

metropolitan areas which afford the best advantages with regard to 

external economies and which have varied labour resources.     A very 

good example of this trend can be quoted from the study of Ph. Leurquin, 

where the accompanying map, reproduced as Figure 2, is to be found.^ 

This locational preference for metropolitan areas can be reversed only 

in large-scale solutions, creating simultaneously in an under-developed 

region a sufficiently large group of enterprises of metal-processing 
industries. 

Such an approach is found in the EEC study for promotion of an 

Industrial development pole in southern Italy which was prepared by a 
team of Italconsult guided by Professor E. Tosco. 

The object and method of this study is described in the following wayx^ 

T«.J£ °nJrî °í ,thíS 8tUdy i8 *° create ** **• Provinces of Bari and 
«S?? ^ ^striai centre that will be sufficiently closely knit to 
ïïSS mÎ3rl0PÎBg S"1*7 * ** int«T*»y of marketf orces once the initial nucleus has been established. 

into^f!^ en*loyedJ Mch " i« the purpose of this study to put 
into effect as an experiment, depends on the role of trade l7 
intermite goods and services in the economy of complex-cycle 
thTÎSÎ2L«       ÏÏ^ÎÏ in the 8ljB^taneous establishment of all 
^intermediary industries needed in the sector that is to be 
ÏV^ -üSw Í* í**8 v*80 h0ÄVy •"* M*

1
"* mechanical engineering - and 

1/   Ph. Leurquin, Oifitt., p.274. 

2/   Buropeen Economic Community - Commission - atuor ror m^ 
g•»•mt' ffflt kngrthm TtillT.     Bruaall^jlíuary 19¿é, 312/ll7¿¿A  
ALS' ÄÄt *" * ****** *-^¿-W 
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Fig. 2. 

Now engineering and electrical enterprises in Common Market countries 

9&UE28.:    Ph. Uurquin, 2ft. ßl£. p. 274 
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5.   The locatici ^Ucg^q of toctotaftl progress. 

It is very difficult to restrict the discussion of the locational implications of 

technical progress to a given set of problems,  since in most cases any change in 

industrial location is directly or indirectly associated with technical innovations. 

Here it is proposed to discuss only a few topics which are important, and which 

are not analyzed sufficiently in other parts of the study. 

In the evaluation of technical progress in industry, the basic distinction between 

process and new product innovations is accepted.     A comprehensive analysis of the 

locational implications of technical progress following this distinction is not 

developed.      But a few examples can be indicated. 

In the field of the locational consequences of process innovations, the most 

interesting example is supplied by the history of the iron and steel industry in the 

last two hundred years.      The direction of this basic change in location can be 

described as follows:    from a small-scale spatially dispersed, to a large-sea^ 

spatially concentrated industry.^   In the locational analysis of this phenomenon, 

special attention was given to the relative change in input requirements of coke and 
3/ 

iron ore per one ton of pig iron produced. 

Other examples of the locational implications of process-innovations can be found 

in the history of the electric power industry and of the cement industry. 

In the evaluation of the locational consequences of new product innovationa, two 

different situations should be taken into account.      The first situation occurs when 

the output of a new product is started in an existing plant.      This fact in many cases 

generates very Limited locational consequences, or none at all. 

The second situation arises when a new plant in a new location is built for the 

output of a new product.      In most cases such an experience creates a demand for new 

methods and approaches in locational analysis.     The output of new petrochemical 

products in technologically integrated plants is an example of this situation. 

L/   Compare for example the remarks in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Section II. 

2/   Compare the remarks of A. Probst on the historical trend in the location of the iron 
and steel industry in Russia and the Soviet Union:    A. Probst - BfljWÉfflOT 
«nt^intlcheskol promvshlennosti. Moscow, 1962, quoted from Polish translation, 
Warsaw 1965, p. 457-460. 

y   Compare E.W.  Zimmerman, World Resource« and Industries. New York 1951, and W   Isard, 
3ome Locational Factors in the Iron and ff+??] I^atrv aince t>h* •TVr m v«OTW> 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, November 1949. 

¡J   Compare paragraph 4 of this Section. 
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In trying to explain the limitations of the application of A. Weber's theory to 

contemporary industrial location, the problem of new producta which did not exist at 

the beginning of M century is very important.      The theory of A. Weber was not 
apparently evaluated from this point of view. 

The/8ecoûd part of the discussioa of the location«! implications of tachnlcal 
progress wttl be restricted to the following topics. 

(a)   The locational implications of mechanization and automation in the 
manufacturing Industry. 

The locational implications of the decreasing importance of material 
inputs in manufacturing industry. 

The locational implications of technical progress in transportation and 
connu, dcation. 

The forecasting of technological change and industrial location. 

tion and Automation in 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

M   Ih« iQg&Uonfll imnll^4nnfl ?r ^ 
manufacturing ^nrftT 

ae processes of mechanization and automation are very Important factor, in the 

development of manufacturing industry.      m rscent years, the problem of automation 
in particular has been treated with fecial attention, but the scale and rate of 

introduction of automation in manufacturing industry should not be overstated 
because there are two obstacles: 

(i)    technological - the application of automation is possible only in 
relatively few manufacturing industries, 

(ii) economic - the application of automation is in most cassa a capital- 
intensive operation. 

Contra, the«*,», to th. f.«r. a«, ^ ot th. .„^ „nuif tgUmUaB 

did not introduc. . „volution«, change Into th. induatrial labour „tot.     „ut, at 

Z. ^ ,      ' *"" ** "" d0Utt ** *"• trmAa' ~<*«»i»tion and auWion of 
1-taW-l- production v.. on. of th. l^orUnt fetor, „pai*», *. „^ 

' Oomprehsnsive mechanisation and automation is not the prerosativ. *r ^ 
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Furthermore,  even in conditions of diminishing labour input,  the absolute 
labour requirements of these branches of industry vail remain substantial; 
it will be easier and cheaper to meet these requirements in the western 
regions of the country than in the Siberian and far eastern regions.' 

This statement of M.  Vilensky raises a very interesting problem:     is the 

application of mechanization and automation really an ubiquitous procoss?      From the 

technical point of view the answer is "yes".      From the economic point of view, 

however,  it can be argued that inside a given country the rate of application of 

mechanization and automation should be much faster in regions where labour is scarce 

than in regions with abundant labour resources. 

The experience of the Soviet Union may be said to support this point of view. 

The giant industrial plants located east of the Urals represent the highest levels of 

mechanization and automzation (see Table 10). 

TABLE 10 

Fixed assets per worker in the industry of Eastern Siberia 

the average for Soviet Union = 100 

Total industry 123.6 

Metallurgy 85.1 

Fuels 63.5 

Energy 125.8 

Engineering U1.9 

Chemical 186.0 

Lumber and paper 114.7 

Construction materials 117. U 

Light industry 93.7 

Food industry 75.-4 

âourçfi:    E.P. Golbunov.    Temar, urovlan i struttura promrahlennogo 
prolzvodstva. SSSR, p.153 

The problem of location of au tome ted industries can be formulated in another way: 

what advantages and disadvantages in a given region will affect the growth of 

automated industries.     This approach is presented by J. Paelinck (am*, pages ¿8 and 49 
of this study). 

. •• .   • * 

4tt WlffirfiÇfrffiflg aft#M&g* 
Proceas and new product innovations generate two types of inter-connected changes 

in the material inputs of manufacturing industry which are valid from the point of view 

of locations! analysis. 
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The first ohang« can be described as the growing efficiency ir th. treneformation 
of new materials usad as inputs.* The dacreaaing amount, of colta input, par ona ton 

of steel produced, or coal inputs per one Kwh of electric energy, can be quoted aa 
typical examples. 

The second change is the growing role of substitution between digèrent material 

inputs.*' Example, of this substitution are: aluminium replacing copper, plastics 
replacing metals, and synthetic fibres replacing natural fibres. 

The growing efficiency in the tranaformatiou of inputs and the increasing 

possibilities of substitution, between them generate the following consequence, for 

the location of manufacturing industry: pj^ -t«H. ^K,. there are more and 

more choices in the process of the selection of industrial locationj secondo. 

Sfltarla mirlhlff, the significance of materials for industrial location is being 

reduced and the rol. of market, incraaeed.  Howevar, we have to strea. that the 

market, for intermediary product, a. wall a. the market, for final product, are 
Important. 

Thle phenomenon was analysed by A.D. Harri, in the following wayi^ 

owfmatîrîa^ " «- *** •ourca of it. 
not îook^îU;*!^ k*»****^ searching for component, for a product may 
not look directly to the forest«, mine., or farmTof the country, but rather to 

material, that have already been proee..ed by other industrie., f 

The problem of good acca., to market, and to baaic input, i. cowidared a. *ery 

important in the typology of region., which exhibit different potential, of economic 
growth. 

Thi. typology, preaanted in Tabla U, i. a good framework for the e*«l»ation of 
lndu.trial location..  Thar. „ut. a ^ diít9t.üo% . ^ ^ ^^¿^ 9ánaU^ . 
between radon M0.4 and in region M0.13. , 

The Amargan Inchwtrtal uareiopment council Journal, »0.3, J 

feî^1Salm1^HiQ^: f »1,1»*««*» " i^ean'gao'graUer:1,1 
?t Tnrtmrtrr 

»a,^ p.3a. 
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TABLE 11 

A Schematic Presentation of Types of Regions that Can Exhibit Different 
Potentials with Respect to Growth 

1 o 
© 0) 
h -P 

O 
M ì 

« a o 
O -H 
V -P 

*i 
8*g S3 u o on.« 
< -P í 

2Ì 

Good access to basic inputs* 
from external regional and 

national sources 

Good access to 
basic inputs in 

horn region 

II 

Poor access tc 
basic inputs in 

home region 

n 

Poor access to basic inputs* 
from external regional and 

national sources 
Good access to 
basic inputs in 

home region 

& 

Poor access to 
basic inputs in 
homo region 

M 

o 1 
ss 
332 

tt 

i 
'J 
Ul 

I 

& & # & 

III II II 

# ¿10 rfu ¿tf 

III II n 

#3 ¿U ¿15 ** 

I? II 

lot only basic resources but Important intermediate sources need to be considered. 
s   Roman numerals indicate number of «good« aooeas dimensions, and suggest 

relative over-all locational advantages or dlasyfcrintegss. 

  toy Barre? 3. Parloff and other«) 
the Future, Ino. by 9M John BopJdn* fmif pubXiJÉied for 

Js^masm» •AsesaeWeVw £   ebT^HsT^   aP#^P^b# 
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(c)    ]^¿^^ imUc*V9m of technical pwmi in taanrnncFtetlm, ^ 

Technical progress in transportation and communication is one of the most 

important elements changing the conditions of industrial location and of inter- 
regional and international specialisation. 

The trend, of diminishing transportation coats reduces tiw importance of 

transportation as a factor of industrial location, which was stressed in the 

first section of this study M   The growing efficiency of transportation systems is 

also one of the necessary conditions for the increase of the sise of plant which 
has definite locational implications.^ 

No attempt io made here to extend the classical analysis of the locational 

implications of technical progress in transportation.-2^   Instead, attention is 

focused on the relatively new phenomenon generated by the rapid improvement of 

communication and information systems.     This is the development of separate 

locational patterai for managest and for production in industry.     One can 

indicate a growing number of oases where the traditional solution of having both 
production and management in the same place is no longer valid. 

There are even specialists who consider that the decentralisation policies 
influence the location of production much more easily than the location of 
management. 

(d)    E* ftrtMfMM 9f torturioajfliil  Chung» and industrial laeeÄfra. 
ma problem of technical progress is so important that the design of any 

programes of industrial development and location should take the forecast of 

technological change as a starting point.     This analysis should identify, nrtmo. 

the emergence of new industries creating new problems of location, and «•HÉ1 

in which of the existing industries the impaot of technical progress will change the 
basic factors of location. 

The correct forecast of these two phenomena Is a necessary condition for the 

design of optimal prospective programaos in the field of industrial development and 
location. 

1/   Oompare p. 2-6 of this Study. 

2/   Compare p. U of this Study. 

3/   Compare A. Probst - ¡g^sto, P.20KOT, and 141. Hoover - oo.dt. paéS-17^ 
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6. The Interrelations of the location of a p^Lant ard enterprise. 

In locational studies the plant is recognized as the basic unit since the 

choice of location is of necessity expressed in terms of technical and physical 

facts.  But there is no doubt that the enterprise rather than the plant la the 

unit of lowest order in the process of investment decisions.  From this point 

of view there is a justification for raising the problem of how to reconsider the 

approach to industrial location if the enterprise, and not the plant, is accepted 

as the basic unit."' 

This is especially important when account is taken of the trend towards 

the location of the management and the productive plants of an enterprise 

in different places, and towards the growing significance of multi-plant 

enterprises • 

SrrtlPB ill 
Ito «rcttfi °f Iflfaflrrtttl l99flU?n ID rgrtml PIUMIM «tò wwrimlnfr» 

V 
l> Tup tppmçtog %9 rertoflü plinto« 

There are two approaches to regional planning.*'     The first approach is the 
continuation of the physical planning traditions and is very closely interwoven 
into the development of town planning.     This approach considers the land-use 
problem as the most important in regional planning. 

The second approach - a relatively recent phenomenon - is the result of the 
growing recognition of the necessity of considering the regional dimension of 
national economic growth.     This is the economic approach to regional planning. 

In discussing the problem of industrial location in relation to regional 
planning the relevance of these two approaches will be analysed separately. 

i/   Compares   Chapitre 16» TWr»"rt|fj'lft ffrfrfTMftilf *» t*» •olia» ** 
J. Dearouaseaux, L'évolution économique et le compartiment industriel, 
Paria 1966}   and fi. Vais - rhm Pfff of tfrf Haffl^lMt Hjmifaotarer. 
Harvard Business Review, March/ipril 1964, p. 12. 

il   *• Kuklinaki - Ragionai BWOTlIff riilWlnf fffT fl» Bff^teBMfff 9t Btï-fetti- 
Background Paper Mo.6 - UBO Round Table Conference on the Planning and 
Development of Hew Towns, Moscow 1964. 

MAiMlftlMiiAAaÜliÍÉtti rnmiMà tm ttamtm 
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Industrial location as a land-use problem-' 

In traditional physical planning the negative consequences of 

industrial location were considered in the first place.  The physical 

planners called the attention of public authorities to the negative 

influence of industrial locations on the development of towns and 

regions, to the pollution of air and water by industry, and to the 

destruction of aesthetic values of landscapes of different types. 

The results of these activities were incorporated in all kinds of 

zoning lavs or other regulations in an attempt to eliminate or to 

diminish^ for a given district, city or region, the negative consequence« 

of industrial locations.  It should be stressed that the physical 

planners have often made an important contribution to the education of 

reckless anti-socially minded industrialists, in the mobilization of 

public opinion against them, and in the creation of the recognition of 

the fact that industrial location is not only the problem of a given 

enterprise but also the problem of the local, and sometimes regional, 

community.  At the present time, this function of physical planning is 

* mutatis mutandis - recognized in most countries.  There are three 

factors responsible for the different treatment of this question in 

different countries.  The first factor is of an institutional 

character.  It could be said that in countries where the socialization 

of the economic system is mora fully developed, the influence of 

physical planning on industrial location is stronger.  The second 

factor could be called the welfare factor.  It could be said that in 

countries representing higher levels of economic development and 

higher levels of per capita consumption, thare are more possibilities of 

inducing industry to recognize the non-economic problems of industrial 

location than in the less-developed countries. 

¿/ The land-use approach is sometimes called the "community approach". 
Compare: H.A. Hossé, Aspects of Industrial Location in the jCAfg Region. 
OM, Iconomic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, 19657 1•n"T"' 

This publication presents a very good example of analysis of 
industrial land-use problems in the developing countries. 

i * 
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lue third factor is the relative scarcity of land suitable 

for industrial locations.   This factor is especially 

important in small countries like the Notherlands er Switzerland» 

where a proper land-use pat tarn is the most important problem of 

physical planning • 

Industrial location in regional economic planning and programming. 

The approach of an economic regional planner to industrial location 

is in most cases different according to whether the planner 

represents a "weak" or a "strong" region.  The regional planner 

of a "weak" region is first of all interested in the attraction of 

new industrial location and in the creation of new jobs in the 

manufacturing industry for the growing labour force.  His success 

is dependent not only on the objective conditions of the given 

region but also on his ability to adjust his arguments to the 

locational demands of modern industry.  This is tho problem 

faced by the regional planners in under-developed regions. 

The regional planner in the "strong" regien is in a different 

situation.  In such regions industrial expansion makes labour even 

scarcer and raises the cost of infra-structure investment still 

more.  In most cases, therefore, regional and urban planners of 

"strong" regions are in the first plaoe concerned with the growing 

social costs of industrial expansion.  They point out that the 

external eoonoaies of an individual plant are counterbalanced by 

tiie growing social costs of the expansion of big metropolitan areas. 

This is an extremely difficult and important problem of regional 

and urban ftoonoalo analysis which can be illustrated by figure 3 
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Fig. 3. 

Hypothetical economies of scale with urban size 

a o 

Dotal economies 

•Transportation econonies 

8 
© 

•p 
0) 
G 

-" 1—i-i- 1 •    •   i 

1.000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 
Population \ 

\ 

SaSESl! W.Iiard, Location and Spa oc Economy. New lork, 1956, p.187. 
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In cmntinr  m  »i.is grt.ph V.   I^rd  stresses  the hypothetical  char .dor of 

thi^  .¿.pn-.chs     i«   x.    nly -»  illustration   ^.nd not o sMutien     f  „:lv) probl.jm.i/ 

Thor,   ,r, vory nur.,rour,  thereticM, •thrd«loCical and computiti- nal' difficulties 
in this  field.     Nevertheless,   ,,r,  ^th.-r^ hrv, proprlvd  tírapiric;1  studios 

on thi relative  c^sts  .f expansion rf cities of different  size.     The full end 

satisfactory s^lutim    f  this nn blon would be an important  inducement  to 

reconsider the  approach tr. externa économes of industrial  location. 

If Eurrporn experience in  the field ,f regional .cromie planning and program- 

ming io considered,   there would appear to bo  thr-o typos of regional ?cliciae which 
aro most important:     the policiuS fnp occolBr¿ting tho growth  of ^^^ 

regions,  tho policies for accoler.ting  the growth of depressed rogions and tho 

policies for controlling the growth of nver-congosted crees.     In tho sub33qUtint 

para.ro.hs of  th.s Section t.h 3 relovonco of these policies  regarding the location 
of industry will be examined. 

Industrial location and the problem of underdeveloped râpions 

Eur•>,J1 experi3nce in different attempts to  ,olve the problem of underdeveloped 

regions han been p-o-'.iculrrly interesting durine the past 15 yecrs.^/ 

If attention be concentrated on  the exporianco of three countries - Itrly 4/ 

Poland cnC Yugo,1 .via,V there .ri,o a number of problems for discussion and some 

concluais en be ?ut forward.    Tho  first problem is that of timing.      The following 

question her  tc be answered:    when,  and at what .tage of econ.«nie development can a 

particular country start a auccoS3ful policy for promoting rapid economic growth in 
under-developed regions. 

There aro  twr  pointa rf view in this field.       The first one  stressing that from 

the start the probi«* of under-developed ragiona  should be considered as one of the 

most important problems of n.tienal „ bornie policy.    The second »ppr-ach considers 

that the successful  solution of the prrblor,   ,f under-dovel oPod regions cm be achieved 

rmly at a higher stage of economic development, when a country has  alre^y 6olv9d th3 

basic problems of econonic and social transformation. 

2. 

y   Compare:    W.  Isard, Location and Space Economy. New York, 1956,  p.182-188 

,,    »* •lu»» Su and Regional PlnnS^, ^SHB^^i^?^ °' 
y   ïw^ oïïMd M3eíÍSe f 3mir¡T Econninic Risers, Secretariat Paoe^ No'l ¿elected Problems of Regional Pr.lioy - ,1» 

y   Emc%plT?d^CvSValUQtÍ0n
D

Oí,,the Koz2<^^ experience, see N. Novacco, 
Efficacité dea Mesures de Politique Economique RéVlon^   Un cas «lobai le 
Mezzogiorno      Collique annuel del-Association de Science'Re'gior^f de LnL 
Franoaase, Nnmur - September I966. i^ngue 

5/    Comperos    V. Mladenovic - Pcst-v ax Development in Economically Under-dmml•^ 
Republics and Areas.    Yugoslav Survey, April/juna 19¿5. 7 aweioynl 
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Comparing the experience of Yugoslavia, Poland and Italy it may be said that In 

all three countries, policies for accelerating the economic growth of under-developed 

regions were announced already in the late forties, but the problem did not begin to 

be solved on a large scale until the late fifties and it is still recognized as a 
problem of the future. 

J. Pajestka summed up the Polish experience of the years 1950-1960 as follows^ 

"Policies and planning of the economic development of the country were 
concerned with the basic question of raising the level of the economy as 
a whole, whilst the development of separate geographical regions was 
subordinated to general strategies of economic development." 

It is perhaps worthwhile to quote the salient items of the discussion on the 
under-developed regions in Poland in the years 1950-1964.^ 

"The starting point for this discussion is undoubtedly the following 
?cSÎÎ^,0n,ft'0IB the ^'W* Plan *m voted by the Polish Parliament in 
I95UV :        .    during the planned period a long-term process will be 
oomaenced leading to a more balanced ctstribution of tho productive forces 
and also of social and cultural facilities over the whole country.' 

The aforesaid principles of the Bill have been readily introduced into 
ÎTÎÏÏÎrîî anàJ)°PolaT starature dealing with the principles of 
distribution of industry.     One of these publications says:    'The moat 
A?ìfXhand PredoBina»t principle is the tendency to a more equal , / 
distribution of industrial plants over the whole area of the country.» »^ 

In the middle fifties the assumptions of the localisation policy of the Six-year 

Plan have been subject to a thorough analysis. This has led to an evolution,, which 

•Uli continues, of the overall views on the transformation of the regional structure 
of industry in Poland. 

V  F^£ctared^^^ 1" M«tf       A 
paper prepared ror the Third Meeting of Senior Economic Advisers, Geneva 1964, p.2. 

M^'cfeogr^ fH.rnnt.iim r>f eMiutnr In TmWi 

kJ   B, Malls», kAal4lanía nrinrnf-i      '¿m**** «*o«Ä        ti~~ u. *•       * m m. -* n*njM..i JL*~1A I f"11», T a!fBI ""'" --^•MmPLaaTBAlMI»      vLooaji.sat.on of industry. 
****** principie«).   Panatwo*. Myámmác^^ Technics**, Wares**. 19527pp!77. 
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There follow three quotations explaining the trend of this evolution. 

In I956,  K.Seoomski  stated hie attitude  towards the problem as  followsv-* 
11        Undoubtedly,  one should first of all refer to  the most commonly 
presented leading principle of the distribution of productive forcee, 
formulated in most cases as  the principle of equal distribution of 
productive forces in the country.    Instead, it would perhaps be more 
proper to say "the principle of rational distribution" for, of oourse, 
the thesis of equal distribution must,  as a rule, be supplemented by a 
commentary.    This,  however,  is not a problem of a mechanically equal 
localization in the whole country, but of a good choice of alternatives 
of localization enabling the full utilization of natural conditions of 
development of individual regions, bearing in mind the problem of 
equalizing the level of development.    It is, therefore, wiser to use 
the definition of rational distribution of productive forces in the whole 
00antry." 

In I958» K.Dziewónski-'stated that* 

"        In view of the experience in building the basis of the sooialiat 
economy it seems that the above principle should be diffsrently formulated 
or replaced by the principle of equal possibilities and equal chances of 
sooial and economio development of the population in all parts of the 
country, of giving to their inhabitants similar living conditions and 
standards.    This principle will continue  to be the aim whioh in the 
oiroumstanoos of continuous development of human society and its economy 
will never be achieved in an absolute manner." 

The experience and disoussions held during the years that followed finally 

led to the following formulation by K.Seoomskiv* 

"       As a rule,  in eaoh country the existing situation in the field of 
the distribution of the productive forces will always oause some 
reservations.    Only perspective planning of the eoonomio development 
allows the introduction of the required changes in regional proportions, 
thus achieving some additional eoonomio advantages.    At the same time, it 
is true that inter-regional differences as regards the level of 
industrialisation, intensification of agriculture, uneven distribution of 
communications, deficiencies of settlement network, differences in the 
living standards of individual regions, etc. - say only be reduced step 
by step after implementation of aererai stages of eoonomio policy. 

1/ K.gecomsET7"a sagadnlen teoril rosmiessosenia sii wyhrorosyoh w stomvoàMMm 
soQiallstvosneJ.  (The problem of. the theory of distribution of productive 
forse in a socialist economy).    Ekonoaista 1956, Io.2, p.14. 

¿/ K. Dsiewonski, Zmianv w rosmiessoseniu siíwvtwóroiyoh i wospodarowanie 
prsestrienne Pclski.  (Changes In the distribution »f pendii«*• ********* 
the spatial eoonomy in Poland) Inwestycje i Budcimiotwo 1958, Io.7 

2/ K. Scoomski, Problem miedaynarodowego 1 •icdiyrcgionalncgo podalajfo praoy na 
tie teorii roamiessosenia sii wirtworosvch,    (International and intsr-regjonal 
division of labour from the point of view of the distribution of productive 
forces).    Bconomista I964, Io.4, p.735. 
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...   'The aforesaid problem is really extremely complex.       Differences 
in the trends of development of the particular regions,   the necessity 
for bringing about a proper distribution of tasks, considering the 
Problems of individual rate of growth 3f each rogion in view of the 
premises of the overall social interoat, lead to the formulation of 
highly complex decisions in the long-run economic plans soeking an 
optimum for the whole country'," 

The second problem is the role of industrial growth in the transformation of 

under-developod regions.      European experience in this field is well summarized in the 

following quotation from a Yugoslav paper.* 

"        Industrialization constitutes the basic method of speeding up the 
development of economically under-dovelo pod regions, because it makes 
possiblo tho maximun rate of increase in social productivity and that the 
most rapid rise in income, tho full utilization of the available factors 
of production, thu fastest possible chongo in their backward economic 
structure and, on this basis, tho most effective integration of these 
regions in the national oconomy." 

It is interesting to note that until tho middle fifties in the promotion of 

economic developmont of southern Italy the problems of agriculture and infra-structure 

were considered aa a first priority:    around 1957, however, tho Cassa por il 

Mezzogiorno   changed its attitude.      In a summary of tho Italian experience in this 

field the following statement occurs:^ 

"        The necessity therefore arose, in about 1957, for en efficacious 
policy of industrialization, tho primary condition for the expansion of the 
plan for assistance drawn up by the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno.      It was not 
enough, for this purpose, to create conditions comparable with those 
prevailing in industrial areas.      It was rightly recognizod that the actual 
presene o of industry would alone bring about all these conditions.     It was 
therefore necessary for tho State to provide stimulants or encouragement which 
would result in attracting private industrial initiative." 

The third problem is the pattorn of distribution of industrial investment within 
an under-developed region. 

The experience of all three countries supports the conclusion that industrial 

investment should bo concentrated at certain well chosen points - which could be called 
the poles of industrial growth. 

1/ 

2/ 

iglQM fetta-DéYQloppfeB do Yougoslavie,    (the dovolopaent 
or the under-devolopod areas of Yugoslavia).     A paper prepared for the Third 
Meoting of Senior Economic Advisers, p.6. 

ifriln^ g!i• to§ »tòmi tirm ¿ft Plani fi cation territoire en Italie (Experience nnd pt^wp^t« «t int*m,**- 
varying with regions and in accordance with territorial planning in Italy). 
Some 1964, p.5-6. 
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The Italian approach to this problem has been described in the following wayr*' 
n      In 1959; drawing in particular on certain interesting experiences 
in other countries, the policy of special intervention was directed 
towards the determination of certain areas of the south where the 
establishment of ?n integrated system of private equipment would allow 
the most product?./e rosu.lt to be obtained,,  and,    at the same time, 
the mnrAirm oconony of effort for Republic authorities providing 
assistente,      'Tin ar-aas wcuT.d, mo ec'/ci y  be those where industrial 
concentration would provide, besides the adventages of a faster rate of 
progress resulting < i'orz x'-.s multiplying effects„ also the possibility of 
the integration oí the productive system which was indispensable for 
sotting in motion the nachineiy of expansion which provided its.own 
momentun.      Obviously,   the effectiveness of this new tx-end depends on 
the choice oí   itene,.  wh.\?h mutt not only offer real possibilities for 
progress and show the first signs of a procesa of industrial growth, but 
also, by being relatively limited in number,  enable assistance to be 
provided in keeping with K=> financial resources of the Cassa per il 
Meazogiorno, '' 

The fourth problem is the evaluation of the role of big industrial plants in 

the trans.formf.tion of under- developed regions,      Here again the experience of Italy, 

Poland and Yugoslavia coabineb to support the point of view that tno construction of 

ono or several big industrial plants or multi-plant enterprises is a "fiflnflltlr    tint 

aUû.QUE"    of tho transformation of an under-developed region. 

At present,   the economic and social consequences of the construction of big 

industrial plants in under-developed regions in Poland are tho subject of numerous 
2/ 

resoarch projects promoted by the Polish Acadeuy of Sciences. 

The problem of "The loading firm in an area" is presented in a very interesting 

way by P. Perroux.4^ 
In an attempt no lunraarizc the conclusions in tho discussion of the topio of 

industrial location and the problem of under-developed regions the following 

generalizations can be made: 
(a)    The problem of under-developed regions can be solved only within the 

•*'    framework of long-term economic policies, which aro fully effective only 

when a country has already solved tho problem of baalo transformations of 

its national economy and has reached the stage of sustained economi© growth. 

¿/   Exp¿r5 3ncos et por spoeti ve s, &TÎxSÛ$* P 6-7. 
g/   Compare the publication* of two Committees of the Polish Academy of Sciences. 

fraart+tt-SB t'QT g" %g<?9Tfth nti Industriali^ FeaAona.  and the fraMl tttW-fllLj* 
ííaaauQjr. acá *vv>w&. Marnine* 

¿/   F. Perroux.     áaJ&afi_¡tty;aejtJ¡^ J>*£- 
leading firm in an area and too leading area). Cahiers de ISSA, 3upp, scili, 
•ava 1961, Sèrio AD. no  1. 
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(b) Industrialization in the great majority of cases is the most important 

item in the programme of economic and social transformation of an 

under-developed regies. 

(c) Industrial investment should not be dispersed but concentrated in 

well chosen poles of growth-'  in the under-developed region. 

(d) In the industrialisation programme of an under-developed region a 

special function is performed by the big industrial plant or multi- 

plant enterprises. 

In most oases the problem of depressed regions is recognised as a problem of 

a small group of countries, which had already achieved a high level of development 

during the first Industrial revolution.      In these countries the structural changes 

in industrial development create especially difficult problems in those areas which 

were specialiaed in industries with a high rate of growth in the nineteenth cantary 

and lev rate of growth or even regression in the twentieth century. 

¿nalyslng the Pittsburgh oase, E.M. Hoover*' makes the following remarks on 

the problem of arrested growth. 
"      The development of a region, like that of a nation encounters fra« time 
to time crucial situations in which the future course hangs in the balance 
and can be influenced by some really major planning decisions.      A forking 
of alternative paths appears.     One of the alternatives may be a further 
growth, along a new line, and the other may be stagnation, sinking into a 
"trap11 of arrested developments or even regression. 

These crucial situations present of course the biggest challenge to our 
inaignt into the growth-determining factors involved.     The stakes are highest 
and the reward« for oorrect decisions, in terms of economic progress, «re at a 
BaTJann in such conjunctures. 

This paper focuses on the case of a mature industrialised urban region 
threatened by stagnation.     Typically in such a case, the rate of growth has 
been more and more sub-normal for many decades.     Unemployment is high and 
chronic.     Migration is heavy.     The dynamic growth character that brought 
the area's economy to its present impórtanos seems to have faded sway.     There 
is a feeling that unless something really decisive happens, stagnation will go 
on indefinitely. 

1/   Compere, F. Perroux, fltfe sur ja nottqn, de fols je, AitT$mtmtàJfr>t+ on the 
concept of the development pole), Economic appliquée, lo. 1, 1955. 

«y    i\M. Hoover, flfffifnfflP+ìfrff ***** Obaoleaceneei    The Plttshiirth nans.      À paper 
prepared for the Third Meeting of Senior Eoonomic Advisers, Geneva 1964« 

% 
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Such a situation can of course arise in a region whose economy is 
based heavily on a few industries which have themselves ceased to grow or 
begun to decline.      But arrested growth in a region may also moan simply 
that the factors of inter-regional competition have, in specific industries, 
taken a trend adverso to that particular rogion.     Tho region's difficulties 
are compounded if both of the above conditions apply,  so that it finds itself 
with shrinking shares of shrinking industries." 

Great Britain was the first country where the problem of depressed regions 

was recognized as a problem of national economic policy. 
Describing the present situation in this field, D.J. Robertson and G.C, Camera 

discuss the issue "Development cr Redevelopment" in the following way: 
"       This is a point of considerable importance for tho British economy 
since most parts of tho British economy have already been the subject of 
substantial development of one kind or another at one tine or another. 
The essential n turo of the regional problem in most areas is that of 
redevelopment and reconversion.      This is particularly the case in the 
older industrial regions.     Tho Scottish ffl.ghl.ands and some prosperous 
agricultural areas which are suffering loss of employment through 
increasing mechanization are, of course, exceptions to this statement. 
In one sense redevelopment and reconversion are easier problems to handle 
than the task of developing a rogion which is completely lacking in social 
capital or industrial expertise.      In another sense the problem is more 
complicated as it involves changing, often radically    a long established 
physical environment and traditional attitudes and institutions." 

The last opinion is expressed too by the Belgian rapporteur, A. Detroz: 

•       Practice has, in fact, shown that it is still moro difficult to find 
a remedy fcr the ageing, and lack of adaptability, of an old industrialised 
region, than to bring about the development of regions which have remained 
relatively retarded, but which possess important but insufficiently utilised, 
resources.     It must also be said that, in tho meantime, tho closing of ooal 
mines and other old industries has gone on faster and that the first results 
can no longor be seen, since the situation h&s subsequently worsened." 

# 

1/   Compare:   B.J. Loasby, op.dt. and Politic*! and v^nnmia Flütming 
fcftflílttfffl flf toámtrr» London, 1939. 

2/   D.J. Robertson, G.C. Cameron,    fhe Backward Areas in Trahi stri allumi flnuntffiau 
united Kingdom. Glasgow 1965, p.8.        A report prepared for Biropean Co-ordlaatíoa 
Centre for Research ana Documentation in Social Sciences, Vienna. 

y    A. Detroz - lottar to thj frjfffinfr ««d PI 
24 January 1966. 

Pjïlatifffl fîf Étf dated 
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It la vejjr difficult to draw a olear-cut conclusion fron the evaluation of 

«T. Paelinck.   There would appear to emerge a negative one that both the rural 

and the depressed areas are no u who beat posbiblt» places for the location of modern 

automated industries. 

If the comparison be confined to manpower problems, then, according tc 

J. Paelinck, the level of skills is higher in depressed areas, but thg mental 

attitude ij better in rural areas.  Iti some cases the negative mental attitude in 

rolationto ordern industries may be considered the most important obstacle to the 

industrial rooonveraioii of a depressed region. 

[ J; t: 

* » 

tSLJSFSñJ*   *ïïmi*!i jnflgrtrtlMI»     OBGD - European Conference iSì Manpower 
aspects of intonation and Technical Change, Zurich 1966. ^^ 
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I^EFATORY NOTE 

l.       lv. ite resolution 7(r/III) the Economic Commission for Europe requested the 

native Secretary to prepara, as pert of his normal economic research activities and 

if necessary with the assistance of go /emmental rapporteurs,  a study of a method- 

ological nature on the criteria determining the rational location of industrial plants 

In pursuance of this resolution the Executive Secretary approached interested ECE 

governments in order to obtain information of a methodological nature on the subject 

and also in '.tod these governments to appoint a rapporteur with vfrom the Secretariat 

could consult du the course of the preparation of the study. 

2. The present study was prepared by the Secretariat with the help of Dr. A. Kuklinaki, 

Executive Secretary of the Committee for Spatial Economic and Regional Planning of the 

Polish Academy of Sciences, acting as a constatant to the Secretariat.      During the 

préparations the Secretariat kept in touch, as necessary, with rapporteurs appointed 

fcy the governments of Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark,  the Federal Republic of Germany, 

France, Greece, Polar*,  Swete.   the Ukrainian SSR;  the United Kingdom and the united 
Stai3s of America. 

3. T>w study attempts to provide an overall picture of the experience of ECE 

countries ir the application of various criteria for industrial location.      Taking into 

account the institutional context of the economies of these countries, the study 

iocuses more particularly on the growing importance assumed by macro-economic criteria 

and on the basic change affecting the mechanic of the decisi on-making process of 

industrial location.      The effects on locational factors and criteria of the more 

significant developments in industrial technology, economic management, regional 

policies and economic integration en an international scale are examined in some 

detail.      A special section of the study is devoted to evaluating the relevance of the 

experience derived by industriali«* countries to problems of industrial location 
faced by developing countries. 

ÜÉI •HITMg •¡•••••11 
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Section I 

THE TRADITIONAL AND MODERN APPROACHES TO THE CRITERIA OF INDUSTRY. i.nrWTnM 

1.  Genera^remarkg,^^ location of industry in the first industrial revolution 

The classical formulation of factors governing the location of industry in the 

first industrial revolution was presented in the well-known publication of Alfred 
Weber-^in I909. 

The maxn items of Weber's theory can be summarized in the following way: 

(a) The author uses the micro-economic approach establishing a methodical 

framework for the selection of the optimal location of an individual 

enterprise, 

(b) The minimization of costs of the individual enterprise is chosen as 

the decisive locational criterion. Weber introduced the notion of 

a factor of location defined aa: 

"a kind of clearly distinct advantage, which arises in economic 
activity when this activity occurs in a given place or generally 
in a  given kind of place"2/ 

(c) According to Weber the moßt important influence in the choice of 

location is the inter-action of three factors:«^ 

i.  the factor of transport costs, which establishes the basic 

framework determining general location, 

ii.  the factor of labour costs which introduces a distortion, 

into the basic framework - attracting those activities for 

which the labour factor is more important than the transport 

factor. 

iii. the factor of agglomeration which introduces a second distortion 

into the basic framework - attracting those activities for 

which the agglomeration advantages are more important than the 

minimization of transportation costs. 

The theory of Weber was subject to very lively and extensive discussion in the 

years following its publication but for quite a long time its aost fundamental 

premises remained unchallenged. 

1/  A. Weber - über den Standort der Industrien. Tubingen 190c 

2/     A, Weber, ~>p.cit.. p.l6. 

y     Compare: H. Meyer-Lindemann: Typologie der Theorien des Induatrieatandortes. 
Bremen, 1951, p.50, ' 
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Tha Industrial growth of uh o UHJ^rity of ovi.-rconposted aroas can be roco¿nizod 

fi3 representing  Lypo 1.  whoro ovon a ver;.- IT; m te   ->f çr owth generates  a large 

vo?'M» expressed as ?n 5nc.rea3o m atsoÁi-.,e nrnboru or por J. sq. km. 

"ho high '-ate of introvt.1 "laJ   fu-owtù   ^f -¡'.re undor- do/oloped i*egion of Bia/yetok 

cruatod 1.5 new jobs por 1 sq    ku    wheroas the low raho of growth of the over- 

congested reginn of ITppe** Siieeia r-.matod /^.3 now jobs per 1 sq. km la the s «cue 

time ( ;JOU Table U ). 

The ii.-rdtcd t'accede oí' different poLc-Jos-    al»aed ut controlling the procesa 

of industrial growth of    vercongescod areas can be explained in the following way: 

&3JBQ.
:
    "tho induetrial o.oanöion of overcongested aroas ia implemented 

mainly through the extension of o;cl? Ling plants.      In this case 

supervision is nuch coro diff-'caìt than in the case of the construction 

of new plants. 

Second^ :    the industrial managers who overestimate the role of external 

economies in the development of a plant have in quite a number of catea 

greater bargaining power than the urban and xogional platinerà who 

correctly Indicate the cumulativo consequences of the expansion of 

industrial plants,  in growing social coats. 

There is also a technical aspect of this conflict:    both in the 

planned and market oconomies the methods of computation of the coats 
J of industrial plants are nuch ix?ro do-'pioœd then the methods of 

computation of the socia1 »-osta of the expanr'on of an ovorcongssted 

area. 

Analysing the future trends of industrial expension of orercongeated 

I areas two phenomena have to be considered.      The fìrut phenomenon is the 

diaiaishing role of manufacturing industry in those areas.     Table 15 clearly shows 

t the trends in thia field in the Parisian region. 

m 1/   Compare:   l;*ird Meeting of Senior Econoade Adhdsers.      Secretarial Paper fe.l. 
âsltflfîifl frMmËJèUÈSte&tLMisz, p.36-38. 
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Fig.6 

The rate  and volure of iriC.ustrial growth in Pelane 1946-196G 
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a/ The c>*jiroa ITV .-ir.puted  ua ilfr«ron<*«n  tn 
population in l^f  rj*.d  19^.. 

b/ Sectors  I,   II anu  HI   rvfor r»»80Hotiv#Iy  ».<• 
econordc activ-1 U*»s. 

:ti*f .-f * 

"irMli: f"f    «11» 

Therefom  in uany ovorpongfuuù -* tr*\,»< it*n   .r»««  ,   -r.-     #â  (#t 

futuro will not he  industriai, atut i. iy*j»*n t   Na   »h*  ,-r -a.-,    -fi   <  mä  * 

The second ahenoi«*non  ir  the fact   *.ha*   '..•-   v-,';»,      _..-#•-• r  -. » 

explained only by -.conoaic  factor«.       Thi*   .   *". •   »    »i.-f-   . ^t  , »   », 

problem.       When the high  U-vel   ¡f wu]   - ,.t*    r,     .*.>r-*n*r* n.-i »if . 

analyzed the simplo question ha» to  \*>  mavmrm*.    mmld    ^   -'rvtu-t: m%# 

»fr 1- >r*   -.*av a#i i<^p»-.*'#• 

«i"»'.*    <fw    •fi-.«4.*a   »'««ieût 

Paris for five saallor ¿u? tro poll ten tirer,;? which  .*. ,i 

econora:.3 parane tar s ? 

Discussing the prohibas of tht»  ao-ciúi«»d o¥«^nW-it 

the follovlng statoatónt of v..   ;is3,^ 

"Although s-ne students of citio« hrv    &r,-u»a that,  or  t% !**••*. u»r*  *#* »>i* 
advantages than disadvantages in bru. t city growth, aw «rttert *•*« te«« «t 
pains to condonai the  big city.      The growth of eity nof**»» <jr4at»bta4lj  Irti*» 
uany problems, but in itself cannot b» eaUgorl**1 ,*  b»     r hâjftfui,       DM city 
region is a characteristic urban for» ,n  our tit» mû our *w*i»*y        *#  *«h tU 
existence must te tccoptod and planne« for,  t- incn>«M its m»«w*t*g#.  =w*d w> 
decrease its dioadvantagoa.    The eit}   mfion Uta If r*fl#ai. *h«i*»»  im  %tm 
distribution of population taking placo   >vor wider turmtsi    dl»t rtfou*«» «tjwU«* 
themselves to changing geographical valu«.    Ttw ^pulmtUm dittritftiUan tt*f> u 
a restless one;    the raovowMnte in it am of tun out of  .*mm «itti tfe» a«««»»*!«*» 
technical ond socinJ changos that AIM  tho operatic <«auMi      « mitt  i«ak  f«r 

1/ L. Uiso, The City Ration,  ¿dvanccuant of Jci«nc> .    February vm.*, p. *V 
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s.        •.       .4_ .,!»  „ .i»    i«  t y*»- n   o con-Tí .It" 

•** "/.»nun«;   t >     rapid  congestion 
•• r* . -'y!?w   -it«"*;. • a;.<i balados   to influence 

»!j  r»fc, -i-.-   «»<•   '.«.. .ir «u.'--»iri. as        But accepting 
*'   .rfmr,   Ui'   ,   %n<i  ,,jlnnnin*  for it? büttonaant. " 

4»AVàftà tétta* £i J M. J« a¿*fttt&a\L.. .    luaìml CÍA* efiYfiVJgBl• 
íff^"»'  ü*»*-»—•• *»,* *-i «a -   'ft**«   -f   irvl'í-'.riftt   rr^wtí, contrate* different locational 

;oi:*«%ic  ^-(,   «it * n»*»,^»*-*.,   » i f f *» r»- -, *   /or.tMiitiv.B of introducing changes in 

r*#i.«»-*í   *  •.««-«fea,     t««*4 -. ik^r.t     T        .; ••'.'t?r.    - -u-.try 

• '   •-*!-  <*•   í- l *   tJw *   -*•«*>•  ty.»    »?"   ..vdmitri J growth with a ¿ivon sectoral allocution 

<í  !,n*«*%Mi^*  r*|^%,*«ti** ;,  affrì^r«*   i •» i    f  vut-iftl olastieity,* or a diffsreat 

mmfat mf in+ml&mmíl filóle*».      Jm etWupt ls fc*»inf onde te Bake th© distinction 

t»tw»«tt   i,w*t*tri al   in**»ti »nit  prtMf ««•*?• whien aru  spatially clastic and thosa which 

«i* ^p*li*4i|   »n«l*»tic.      i« tht  flr«t caie then» i a » largo number of locational 

*t*> %--••-*      i i«  Ut«-.  •»»-*m4,  l*.-e.ûU--irwù  rhoica i* axtruooly restricted as a consequence of 

%im  +tHe%,:f%.i at«!  Urhn* i jficai pattern,  which he«  boon adopted. 

Th»»w vmtùa mimi te fa» f«ur fco' >ra which,  in different ways, contribute to the 

4trr»rMttut' m ->f  the  »pollai  «iluetKlty of industrial growth. 

ft»,? mi»   «Í indu» tri ni frowt*; l» without doubt tijo first factor.      Ceteris paribus 

« hlnii ret* . f Krotrth fiMmUi nor© I "est load choices than a low rate.      The ceteris 

»•mirti*»   It wry t ,*trtart bcoauso it is possible to have Investment 

if sna^ctai^d with wry high raus of industrial growth, which are spatially 

1H*IA«UC,  bvenuee  *Jm ln*w»ti*jnt  is eJLlocated first of all to extractive and heavy 

tasta tri«», *È**m  UIH  loootionol choleas are cxtrunaly restricted. 

Tb» mm*mê factor «fluid bo described aa tho sharo of new plants in total industrial 

it.      im» i« an Inportont factor restricting tho spatial elasticity of 

il pragma»»» in industrially developed countrios, where more than 60 par cent 

of iaetatriaJ  iavoetnetit i» allocatoci to tho expansion of existing plants.      In this 

•lutati m tèa prohlut. of looatioaal choleo should perhaps be interpreted in a 

alff»r*fU way fray Urn proal« of selection of plants for expansion, considering the 

of UU»  i «pen» ion for different towns and regions. 
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Tho third factor could be doscribod us the share of footloose industries^ 

in total industrio]  investunnt md ^special"» y *v •>« construction of now plants. 

One of the consequences of nodern trends of industrial development is the growing 

share of footloose industries and, ceteris paribus, growing spatial elasticity 

of investment programmes.      To illustrate this point, if in a country tho size of 

Poland it is decided to build a now cenont plant, then there are perhaps fewer 

than 20 locations fron which a choice can bo nade:    if there is a decision to 

build a new metal -proco s sing plant, thon there are perhaps more than 200 possible 

locations.      The first case is an example of r. so-called localized industry, tho 

second case of the 30-called footloose industry. 

The growing role of footloose industries is described by the Belgian Rapporteur, 

A. Detroz^ in tho following way: 

"It seems to us that the most striking factor, affecting the changing relative 
values of the criteria determining tho location of industry, is the growing 
importance of processing industries, which are heavy users of labour and, 
unlike basic industries, more closely linked to their markets thon to their 
sources of raw materials.     Basic industries, which are vary dependent on their 
sources of raw materials, always very bulky, have always been associated with 
well-defined locations.     The growing improvement in means of transport of 
goods has also played an important part." 

The fourth factor can bo described as the growing share of large plants in 

total industrial investment and in tho construction of new units.     This phenomenon 

means that industrial-investment is allocated to a diminishing number of locations. 

According to W. Lissowski, in modern industry there exists a trend towards a 

"diminishing number of now locations for the achievement of a postulated growth 

of productive capacities."^   W. Lissowski uses as an oxaaple the diminishing 

number of new plants constructed in Poland s    In the years 1950-1960 about 400 new 

Bsdium-siiod and large plants were built in that country} in th« yaexa 196C-70 

this number will be not more than 300 or so.* 

y The tern of "footloose industry" is used for example 1B the volus» Industriili 
Location and Ustionai Baaourea«. Washington 1943, p.322. 

1/ 4 fetroi - Ifttfy %* Mm WM fatWPh tmá Planning MTUIOH of Jaauinr 2L. lfttt. 

3/ W. Idaaowaki, Wnlyy ukladu daaaloua-a^aAaau« »T «|M ^H^w r*«• 
perspektywio^go.    Bluiotvn tori tato R^a^aaan^ JmPBaaWTlIn frulli   *>.*, 
Warsaw 1965. ' 

è/ W. Lissowski, OP.oit. 

•¿u^áwidl^&i 
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The Polish case illustrates well the two trends which exist in nodorn industrial 

growth in some countries.  The diminishing role of investtiont in new plants and 

the growing role of large plants in the allocation of industrial investment. These 

two factors reduco the spatial elasticity of investment programmes.  However, 

there is no clear-cut conclusion in this field.  Sono trends of modern industry 

increaao tho spatial elasticity of investment programmes and some trends act in 

the opposite direction.  Nevertheless, tho problem exists and should bo alweys 

investigated in order to avoid ui sunder standing in the attempts at reconciling 

sectoral and regional approaches to industrial location. 

It could happen that tho regional planners expect solutions which are techno- 

logically impossible within an investment programme which is inelastic end which 

limits locational choices and the possibilities of adjusting tho programo to tho 

demands of regional economic development. 

6. Partial and comprehensivo solutions of the conflict of sectoral and regional 
approaches. 

Tho interaction of different factors of industrial location can be interpreted 

as a conflict of two opposing forces: forces strengthening tho trend of spatial 

concentration and forces strengthening the trend of spatial dispersion. 

In most cases the sectoral approach stresses the economic advantages of spatial 

concentration and the regional approach the advantages of spatial dispersion. 

It would bo a mistake to limit the problem only to subjective end profoasionol 

differences of the persons involved in thu conflict. 

In tho fifth paragraph of section III the problem is stated of tho spatial 

elasticity in the allocation of industrial Investment, stressing that in modern 

technology there aro tronds which in consequence reduce the number of possible 

locational choices. 

The conflict can be described as a situation whoro the full use of the advantageB 

of modern industrial technology favoured by the sectoral approach gives rise to 

locational decisions which aro recognised as non-optimal fron tha point of view of 

tho proper long-run regional economic development of tho country concerned. 

There is no doubt that in the reconciliation of this conflict tho institutional 

factor is a very important one.  In the market economies the mechanism of 

comprehensive economic planning and programming is not used in moat cases, and tha 

sectoral and regional approaches represent different criteria for the optimum decision. 
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Ponorally the sectoral approach is represented by private industry ond the 

regional approach by various public authorities.  The reconciliation of those two 

approaches is usually through thu application of various policy measures which may 

or any not interfere with the price nochaniaaP 

The solutions obtained can bo considered as partial in all cases where interest 

is concentrated on particular problem areas, such as the underdeveloped, depressed 

or ovorcongestod regions discussed earlier in this section.  However, the trend 

seens to be towards a ao.ro comprehensive approach characterized by determined efforts 

to develop and inpleoont national prograanos of regional economic development of 

the whole territory of the country.^ 

All the countries with centrally planned oconacJ.es, on the other hand, possess 

conprchonsive institutional iwchinory for the reconciliation of the oonfliot between 

sectoral and rogional approaches.^ in Poland there aro two points of viow in this 

field.  The first stresses that in tho fraiaework of a conprohonsive system of 

oconouic planning where all sectors and regions represent tho sane criterion of 

optioal choice - the over-oil advantage of the national economy - the conflict of 

sectoral and rogional approaches is simply non-existent. 

îonomio 

of Senior Eoonaaic 
raMPSMfTOGF 

y An cnalysis of tho process of reconciliation of sectoral and regional approaches to 
industrial location for western Germany is presented in the article of Th. Strundeni 

BS3S£fc¡£ »Iky M^^•oroatloc Nr-*«*» a-tit-nST 
2/ Thus in recent years tho Govornuont of Franco has de\'eloped oconooic ^rograasain« 

Sfîïïï^ }acludinß. *»* intubating instruments for thTreoonciliatíon oHeclorûl 
and regional approaches.    Ccnpare Chapter V, pages 11-H in     '   ^^   *      • "^ 
Eu£g2e, UN, Gonova 1965, and P. Viot - AsTOctsRegionmix do 
£CB&SM££. A Paper submitted by Prance ÎSTK fïïrd Moef 
Advisors, Genova 1964. 

3/ Conparo the following papers prepared for the Third Meeting of Senior Econcoic 
Advisers, Genova 1964. 

* ¡j¡¿; Pavlônk0' ^Klonatooo pXflnJrovaMe v obahchei sista». nimrtrn•• -frlMl« 

^ ESaSÎ S* ~ ******* alaniroTanila kak «Tdjft» m] «Çftomohefliaim ulanov v ravon^nyu m««*.rtfrt 

S/ Begioaol Economic Planning and Caechoslovak Experiences in Rogional Derolopaent. 

d/ Tho Hungarian Peoples« Republic.   Rfff^fll f^raoolc FI«•H»» and it« mia in 
National Economic flfpffliyf. -r~- --      -T       T •HtVtffllH 

f/ J. Pajeatka. 
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The  second point 0- view was expressed by W.  Lissowski  who put3 the  following 
question:-7   "In what wcv - ir v> •  ^ J   onr^ ' '     ~   ^ r-   -,-  >   i     .       4       * y ''—' *'-~  —- COT.^? ». . . ,  .:    rif):on'il ^lonnJm; in  Poland 
can wo fino a joint sr.ctor^  and .pnUal optimum of  ;-.h« dirrrihut-on of productive 
lorcös in the Polish perspective piar?". 

Accordila to V,  Lis;:owski:-' 

IHZJ0^1^'^01 md sPatial option« does not develop spontaneously,  because 
aoLrn     ?no1ûi^VergenC° *»*?** the ^^no-ocononic trends end tendencies of the modern ; .ooncUoa sec.au,  and the tendencies of the regions.'• 
W. Lisscwski  stresses: 

^ìLaÌÌS,l^"irCh r3 qUlí? dlfferönt £• thö aPP«ach of the majority of Polish 
regional planners.    Generally speaking,  the opinion is accepted that the sectoral 
and regional pat tarn should »mutuelly supplement themsolves.» sectoral 

This unclear directive weans more or less that the regional planners are 

oÄÄ i"' 3ÜCtf ^ Pûtter* by the *»*«*»tio» o/spaSalÏÏÏÏÏÏtl^, the 
toïïA rïh: ^ 2°°?1

co^rdinû^ Planning, both patterns represent the same 
wowES I,(î      Trl-Ì ^toge <* the national economy) and that the whole 
problem can be reduced to the proper organization of planning.    In other words the 

Lr^înLrSre^d'rS f ^f?** °f ^or. a^d regions wMcÍZo ^dentto «i«, a..a interpreted as mistakes in the organization of planning.» 

The validity of this problem was recently recognized by K. Secomski^in the 
following statement: 

of 3¡^r^Saíhep•¿S±r »ff?1*«* ^elop^t of activity to t* field 
w,«„    j        x      , riaj- Pr°graoning.      At the sane time differences in onininn 

«suits ofTMZS?^       Industrial growth of a given region,   using the 
conflicts! a0,lï,loa' '"' ha"° *° «-^ ^ î"P«r «T to reconcilethose 

industrial socio:. optinJsation of the economic performance of each 

Applying thin principio, we will get the following results: 

<a) asrsÄs optis
s^-^sth:.can3tn,ctlon - »*«*-* *» -* 

(b) the establish and growth of large .tator-eectoral infiustrlal aggleo.r.Uon. 

snd ä^cSrolÄtriaiT^lSg ÄlriSS "? "S"? "J^"* oconotiJc dove.lopnent. Programming and tha criteria of optioal regional 

^ W. Lissowskl - op^çit. 



.»oint oí* vi jw.       In u/*,,)' <%«<•. -  U»t    ;m;:fs   >f -..î.L.rî   ;>i*» ^¡piür-    >f .-.il   industri, ] 
sudori   eix^U, '.'Xfí»'3;iv    oonc-'î.t Tit i. n  ?uu1 ••w.:»*l,>-*,rr.t lor     f  industry with   it» 
negative    ensequ¡¡ne*n. 

Therefore,  starti-»* fr>i    in trr.-sectored   -JIü  intor-§e<'t,.>ríü -ytl;w¿tionii we hnvo 
to uso an intern tod  :ujct.» ral cind  ro<;i.>rial ace juniín¡; method  ci a  tool ui   short, 
uodiuu and long-tu m evaluations   >f UK   advantages and disndvrjitu^es of  Indue ti*, i 
concentration and ng;:loik ration. •' 

It appears,   there ore,   thr.t  the pre Lien of the  proper reconciliation of sectoral 

and regional approaches is an important protleu of the futuro. 

Throe factors can bo mentioned, which would favour the   relatively quick solution 

of this problon.      The first factor could bo described as the development of industrial 

soctoral programming activities which extend systematic knowledge of tho u'odern 

technological and econome trends which will doteminö tho future patturn of industry. 

Figure 7 illustrates a schone of such activities proposed by Z. Knyziak and 

VJ. Lissowski.=* 

The second factor could bo described as the development of regional oconotaic 

programming activities which will extend systematic knowledge in this field and which 

will take into account tho results of industrial sectoral programming.    In this 

context, too, tho model of arbitration between regions proposed by J. R. Boudoville 

should be oxauined as an extremely valuable tool of intor-rogional progrataaiag.=/ 

The third factor could be described as the integration of tho general theory 

of economic growth and tho theoretical approach to the development of differont 

sectors and regions.^ 

1/ Quoted fron Econonic Planning in Europe, p. 16, Chapter IV. 

^ J. R. Boudeville,- Arbitration betweon regions. Bulletin of the Cocuittae for 
Space Economy and Regional Planning, Warsaw 1966. 

3/ Coopero:__K.Jtoc«Mki - 22,011;. p.56-70¡    Z.  Zajda, Mnkr^kon»m„«,« « ^^i^ß 
te0***•0^ W;    Teoretyczno probleny ronaieszczenia all wytworciyoh. Warsaw 
pp.71-89i    B. Winiarski. Podstawy progranowtmla okonoiaicmago rogionow. atadla 
Konitetu Przeatrzenncgo Zagoa^arowanjfl KIMJII, Vni YTTJ \ia**«l, i 5&T   a   Chiniti 
The Regional Dimension of National Econonic Growth.    A paper prepared for tho 
Third Meeting of Senior Econonic Advisers, Geneva 1964;    J. Meyer - flgjr|fflfl,l 
Economics.    A Survey.    The American Econonic Review, March 1*63, 
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Section IV. 

International aspects of industrial location. 

1.      Industrial location and the international división of labour. 

The advantages of specialization and the economies of scale  -re the main forces 

in the development of in tor-regional and international division of labour,  and of 

the movement of commodities from one piece  to another. 

It is precisely these phenomena that croate   the problem of location.^ according 

to W.  Isard-/ - »lic-tion cannot be explained without at the same time accounting 

for trade and trade cannot be explained without  the simultaneous determination of 
locations." 

Analyzing in this context the international  aspects of industrial location, 

the first point to be considered is the size of the country concerned.^      It is 

well known that international trade is,  ceteris paribus,  more  important for small 

countries than for large ones.       The same generalization is valid in respect of the 

role of international considerations in industrial location. 

These considerations arise when the following factors ars analyzed: 

(a) the influence of international trade on  the size of industrial 

plants of a particular country. 

(b) the influence of the  3tatc frontier on the distribution of 

industrial plants in a particular  country. 

Firstly,  the indirect influence of international trnde on industrial location 

can be pointed out.      In Section II of this paper attention was called to the 

fact that the growing size of plant is changing the relative importance of 

different locational factors. 

In other words, when the growth of larger plants is promoted through the 

development of international trade then the  conditions of some industrial 

locations in a given country are indirectly changed. 

1/   Compare: B. Ohlin - Interregional and International Trade,  Cambridge, Mass. 1935 

2/   W. Isard - Location and Space Sconomy,  New York 1956, p.207. 

2/   Compare:      E.Á.G. Robinson (Jditor)-¿conoadc Consequences of the Size of Nations 
London,  i960. -——-—-——--—-------————. 





Fig. 8. 

Diagr-.-. illustretirur  thp  pro tec ti vr  effect of »-.  tr .<**   tv.rrW  ' *.t   * 
unon high-cost processing locations  (rt X,   H,   w'   ')   in  <"•«  * i iU.>, 

with lower-coat   iroc'uoers ^t ».. 

Source :     Z.M. Hoover, 09.ext..  p.223. 
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im •wfcf»"3 *v ** "*» K    r«M» *«»M*r»*'*        T*m  ft  •*   UIJUH  *   '• *      «T*.*-,n*.*  ' r-   *•** 

<pinl<ja   t**«t  ila»  t¥T»'M«« *tU   »Ì«i|àijr   v«nt«h  »*Wi  ih*   r*  «*tn»«il»*     f   #*«     M 

opi*l<*i that tí» pmhl«*    f -iapraeaart ragl-aia  1«  laa»-r^aM   *%i#   f *r ^-«»*rt«*   »r 

,«rrti«*rl«m «*«^i M  .«r«at *rttatn,  »«lglM«t  *Tth*r* IV««,   *••*«*   Timm*   -t 

I««tar -  !Jtü twl fìtatee. 

It earn» however,   ba *rgu«d Ihiti the» pf-ble*   »f ^pr»«««! M'« le • a»*>*>ie»j 

uf the future for a polling ewNNir ->f svmntrtee.      !>>• «irwctMraJ <4IM»#» eed 

different ratee of growth of different lr*Ju»trWl «Mtof« ar» * _____            _ _ I feature 
1/ 

of industrial d©vel«| 

Therefore,  UM pmole» of reonn varai on of toe* l«**ietr «1 reglaaa 

alow-growing Industri©« are eonoentrated, «UJL •!•<   «alft Ifi the fttt«*.      1% la 

poeelble that this reoonverelon will not be eo dlffloult te*©«««» the laAietrtal 

ragiona of today are »or« aeetoreJUy divmralfled and ara at a auch higher ¡marno- 

logioal, economic and aesthetic levai.      But probata? too the standard« of *vml»atl<* 

of th« year 2050 In relation to industrial ragiona developed in 1950 will m amtea 

nor© aovare than preeent-day standards In relation to ragiona developed la tea adirila 

of tho ninataanth century. 

The probleai of relatively d «pressed ragiona mat therefore ba ragardad aa a 

permanent problem of aoonoatLo development. 

In this connexion, the notion of "potential distressed area«* rnggtai art If 

UH. Klausen In the following classification la of great intereatt 

TABLB 13 

Inooae level ooBpared 
with the national level 

Bete of inoreeee coopered with 
the national rete of lnereeea 

High (_____>__* ) 

Low ( 

T 

•mm 

High 
1) 

Prosperity area 

,. Potential die- 

parity eie«) 

(Jr~ D 

(la of 

_______at* L,H. Klaanen 
Furiai 1965, p.30. 
1 ' Coapare: F. Vlook - 

Tnt^Tna' 

•1 Itrnlil |_rt____y_______B_M em- 
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This reblen c¿m be appronched from a différent point of view.  The cace c?.n 

b«. examined of hew the introduction of  trade crrricr reduces the nrrket Ter. of 

a big plant and creates ncv; email high-cost loc~ticna. 

Such : situ-fcion is analyzed by -AM. Hoov r— in ttu following way: 

"Reduction of the size of market r~as entails, of course, an 
increase in their number, i.e. r.  greater dispersion of processing 
points over the whole a-rket territory.  The purpose of 'protective' 
import duties (in direct or disguised forms) is to acquire or retain 
for the- protected home producers - separate nrrket area that would 
otherv/ise not exist.   Import duties on r~w materials or power are 
likewise designed to ke^p euch ir, -te rip le at home for further process- 
ing, i.e. to carve out ?  p.-otected su,-ply area for hone' processors. 

•i'iguro 8 presents a r«l"tively single cn.se of protection in 
which only processing costs and distribution costs are assumed to 
vary locationclly.  This might apply to raining or other 
extractive industries which make relatively little use of transported 
materials.  The jagged line r.t the top of the figure represents the 
pattern of processing costs for points along a route passing through 
A, X, B, and C.  The smoother sloping radiunts 3how the variation 
in total delivered cost of the product r.t different markets when it 
is produced at A, X, B, or C. 

In the absence of trade barriers, it i y evident (following the 
lowest sloping line) that A can serve all merkets more cheaply than 
any alternative processing point can. All processing will bo con- 
centrated at A. 

But if there i, r trade barrier t X, with added costs amounting to 
DE on shipments from the A-country into the BC-country, C will be 
shielded from foreign compétition sufficiently to command a market 
extending as far as H and N.  If the tr~de barrier is raised to a 
height of DF, the deliverod-cost gradient on goods imported from A 
rises to the position FL and both B and G en compete.  C will ship 
as far as K; B will domin. to the markets between K and L; and goods 
imported from A will continue to be sold in the markets between L and 
the border.  Finally, the barrier is raised to a height exceeding DG; 
goods from A will not cross the border at all.  A fourth production 
centre located immediately to the right of the boundary will servo 
the territory between it and M, v,hile B's market area will extend now 
from M to K. 

In this case it is evident that the imposition of a barrier to 
importation may permit development of one or more domestic production 
centres, depending on the height of the barrier.  This is, of course, 
at the immediate expense of the consumers of the product in the 
'protected' country, all of whom now pay more for the product." 

y     E.M. hoover.  The location of Economic Activity, New York 19**8, p.222-223. 
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The behaviour of the large plant, which loet the markets across the boundary, 

can now be analyzed.  This plant will be induced to pay more attention to the 

domostic market and, if possible, find a new location closer to the centre of 

this market. 

This phonomenon is called "national agglomeration" by H. Giersch^who 

analyzed the following cast* (see Figuro 9) 

"Let A be the location of the firm in West land, AH the radius 
of ite market area and GB the new national frontier.  The intro- 
duction of an import-duty in 3nstland, which ia «qua! to the 
transportation cost from J to H, shortens the radius of the market 
aroa in Eastland by the same amount.  The eastern limitation 
of the market area is now BCJFG.  (Where ACwAJ.) 

If K is the only customs-station through which the product can 
pass from A to Eastland, the market nrea in Saetland is limited by 
a circle around K with the radius KJ(AJ - AK).  A is no longer the 
optimum location for the firm.  It will tond to widen its market 
in Westland, as compensation for the loss in Eastland. However, a 
larger amount can only be sold in Wostland if the firm moves from 
the location near the new frontier to a location which lies closer 
to the centre of the new area of Westland." 

The case presented by E.M. Hoover and H. Giersch analyze two aspects of the 

sane problem of the mechanism of the influence of a state boundary on the location 

and size of plant. 

During the past 15 years the restrictive influence of state frontiers in the 

process of economic development got a wide recognition, in the first stage mainly 

through the reduction of trade barriers.  Various international institutions were 

established in order to promote tho •' itcgration of the national economies of 

different groups of countries. 

A new framework for the consideration of the problem of industrial location 

was created.  Two most outstanding institutions of this type - the European Economie 

Community and the Council of Mutual Economic assistance - will be discussed ia »M« paper 

The member countries of the European Free Trade Association are neither adopting 

a common external tariff nor attempting to unify their basic economie policies.^ 

So tho influence of EFTA on industrial location in the member countries represents a 

rather classical situation of the interdependence of the development of international 

trade and the size and location of industrial plants. 

1/ H. Giersch - Economic Union Between the Nations and the Location of Industries. She 
Reviow of Economic ¿indies 19&4Ò, Volume *Vfï (2 ) «e. îgt p#$ô. * 

2/ Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe - Aspects of Europe's Trade 
Relations with Developing Countries.  Geneva 196*, p.26l. 

ilo 
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Fig. 9. 

The botmdary an?, the optirora location 

W3STLANE EASTLäND 

Source I    H.Giersch, oj^SÜ. » P«90. 
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2.   The problem of industrial location within the framework of the European 
economic Community. 

The Treaty of Rome accepted the fcllov/ir.ç important principles of economic 

integration: the free movement of goods rnd the free movement of persons, services 

and capital; the common external tariff and a set of programmée aiming at unification 

of basic economic policies.--' 

It is very difficult to analyze the locationrl experience of the EEC which 

was created in 19.57»  The empirical material covers a. v^-ry short period and is to 

a large extent of a transitional character, meaning tlvt the principie-a of "freu 

movement" wore not operating fully. 

It has also to be stressed that it is impossible to make an xact distinction 

between trends of industrial locations resulting from the national development of 

the respective countries and trends resulting from the Common Market. 

With these reservations in mind two que tions can be examined: 

(a) to what extent is the number of new industrial locations in 

the six countries affected by the existence of the Common market. 

(b) to what extent do the new industrial locations influence the 

trends of spatial concentration and spatial dispersion. 

/Answering the first question the existence of two countervailing forces con 

be noted: the phenomenon of growing size of plant which reduces the number of 

new locations and the phenomenon of construction of new plants by enterprises 

entering the Common Market area from outside. 

According to M. Iralise-' out of 303 new enterprises created in the six countries 

in the period from 1 June 1959 to 3C June I960 - lV? enterprises represented an 

external country of origin. 'See Table 16). 

1/  Compare: Titles 1 and ill in the Treaty of ¡tome, quoted from the publication: 
Treaty establishing the European economic Community and related documents; 
compare too Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe, op.cit. p.251« 

2/  M. Falise. Entreprises et fabrications nouvelles dans l'industrie manufacturière 
du Marché Commun Recherches Economiques de Louvain, septembre, 1961, p.578 
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THELE 16 

New  industrial  enterprises  ero-ted  in EEC in the  period from 1.6.59 to 3C.6.60 

1 
1   .,  

Country of loe ntion 
1 

| Germany     Belgiua    . Netherlands j   Italy   |    Francej   Total 

Ind^otries: 1 
i 

i                    
1                      i i 

chemicals 12 
i 

7 19 21 52         111 
engineering 21         1 14 8 14 32 89 
electrical k k 6 9 Ik 37 
food 2 2 1 k 2 11 
textiles 2 1 3 6 3 15 
base metals 1 - 1 — 3 5 
other industries 

Total 

5 8 k 7 11 35 

V7 36 kz 61     ;      117 303 
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Industries i 1 
chemicals 5 3 6 9 23 6 30 2 27 111 
engineering 13 k - 2 7 18 25 9 11 89 
electrical - - 1 3 6 7 17 1 2 37 
food - k - 1 - 1 1 3 1 11 
textiles 2 1 1 2 - if 2 2 1 15 
base metals - - 1 - 3 1 f. - - 5 
other industries 

Total 

6 3 2 3 1 5 9 J» 2 35 

26 15 11 20 j   *K) <+2 84 21 H 303  '. 

Source:    M.  Falisc, op.cit.    p.578. 

In answering the second question the results can be ussd of the study by 

Ph. Leurquin,-/ who prepared a map showing the distribution of 795 new enterprises 

created in the EEC between 1 January 1959 and 31 December 196I. (see Tkble 17 and 
figure 10). 

y Ph.  Leurquin - Marché Co—un et Localisations. Paris-LBawdn 1962, p.225-27?, 
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TABLE 17 

New industrial enterprises In the ESC on 31 December,  196l 

Locations according to sector 

Number of new enterprises New enterprises as a percentage 
of all new enterprises 
on 31 December 196l 

Industries Established 
between 

1 June 1959 
and 

30 June I960 

Established 
after 

30 June I960 

Total Established 
before 

30 June I960 

Sstablished 
after 

>0 June I960 

Total 

Chemicals 111 112 223 37 23 28' 

Metal working 

Food 

126 

11 

225 

29 

351 

ko 
kz 

3 

1+6 

6 

kk 

5 

Textiles 15 28 M 5 *•> 5 

Metallurgical 

Other 

5 

35 

26 

72 

31 

107 

2 

11 

5 
1** 

k 

Ik 

Total 303 Jf92 795 100 100 100 

Hi 
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TABLE 17 
(continued) 

New industrial enterprises in the EEC on 31 December, 1961, 
Locations according to countries 

Country 

Nunber of new enterprises or firms New enterprises as a percentage 
of the whole 

Before 
30 June 1960. . 

After 
30 June. I960 

Total 
Before 

. JO June i960.. 
After 

JO June I960 Total 

Germany 

Belgium 

Netherlands 

Italy 

Prance 

Total 

un 
36 

U2 

    .61  

117 

88 

112 

5U 

9U 

1U 

133 

US 

96 

155 
261 

15.6 

12.0 

U.O 

_.. 2P_.l  

38.1 

17.9 

22.7 

11.0 

 ill  
29.3 

17.0 

18.6 

12.1 

.,19.5 
32.8 

303 U92 795 100 100 100 

Source:    Ph. Leurquin - OP.cit. p.275-276.1/ 

Materials presented in tables 16 and 17 are probably incomplete and therefore should 
be treated as a preliminary information.      Nevertheless we have to leave this 
information because we could not find better materials. 

For the evaluations of data presented in tables 16 and 17 the following remarks of 
the Belgian Rapporteur, M.  A. Detroz,  are valid: 

"Table 16 gives a relatively favourable figure for Belgium if account is taken of 
the populations of the five countries.      However, it is probable that the 
enterprises are generally smaller in size in Belgium.      Moreover, the source is a _ 
study by Professor Fall se, "who drew his information, which is not" necessarily 
complete,  from the Press. 

In Table 17 the figure of 112 represents the number of enterprises created in 
Belgium between 30 June 19'0 and 31 December 1961, giving an annual average of 
7f glfffltg-     °n a comparative basis, 290 new plants received state financial aid 
in the period 1960-1965,  giving an average annual figure of 50 new niants (of 
which ¿0 per cent were foreign enterprises).     It seems then that one plant in 
three was built without aid from public funds.     The relatively high figure of 
locations should be attributable in part to the fact that Belgium is situated in 
the favoured EEC triangle ( Amsterdam-Pari^Frankfurt).      This impression, 
apparently very favourable to the country, would undoubtedly be less so if the 
size of the new enterprises were known, and also the number of enterprises which 
have closed.n 
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The implications of this map are vory clear.  Spatial concentration was the 

leading trend in connexion with the choice of industrial locations in the first period 

of the existence of ZX.  Having regard to the considerations discussed in Section IV, 

it would seem that the conflict of sectoral and regional approaches was solved in 

favour of the sectoral approach.  This implies that the sectoral forces of the Common 
ly Market are shaping a huge industrial megalopolis^   of western iîurope covering more or 

less a triangle - Paris,  Amsterdam,  Frankfurt am Main. 

It is interesting to note tivt this type of development inside a customs union area 

was correctly envisaged by H. Giersch who in 1950 made the following statement.-/ 

"The locational consequences of the foï-raation of,  for example, 
a Western European Union can now be described by the following 
general statement: The abolition of barriers to inter-European 
trade and to inter-Suropean movement of factors will weaken the 
deglomeration effect of national agglomeration and will thus 
enforce international,  or more precisely,  inter-European, 
agglomeration.      It will strengthen the attractiveness of the 
highly industrialized centre both for labour and capital.      Towns 
and regions with artificial advantages due to national agglomer- 
ation will become disadvantageous.      On the other hand, particular 
regions near the industrial centre, whi«h have suffered under the 
depressing influence of national borders, will gain instead. 

H. Giersch, too formulated correctly the basic dilemma of regional economic 

development of a Common K.rket area, presenting the following point of view:^ 

»If our general answer as regards the locational consequences of 
the formation of an economic union is right,  the question arises 
whether or not these tendencies are desirable. 

On the one hand, complete freedom of trade and a new spatial 
combination of factors is a necessary condition for raising 
productivity in the union by a higher degree of specialization 
both between the industries and the regions.      The advantages of 
an extendod free trade area depend to a large extent on the 
ability of entrepreneurs to produce in the most advantageous 

V     The term megalopolis was introduced by J. Gottmann in his study» fflalopolif» 
*      The Orbanised North-eastern soaboard of the United States, New York, 19&1. 

2/     H. Giersch - op.cit, p.91. 

y     H. Giersch - op.cit. p.93- 

• ! 
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location.  On the other side we must consider the difference between 
money costs which go into the accounts of the firm and into the 
calculation of the entrepreneur - and the social costs.  Choices of 
location by entrepreneurs are based on private costs.  In the erse of 
agglomeration, external economies for the individual firm are taken 
into account, while the social costs which arise in connexion with the 
concentration of population in a rather small area are not considered. 

Furthermore, it should be realized that external economies which 
are both causes and consequences of agglomeration in the gaining regions 
have a counterpart in the form of decreasing external economies in the 
adversely affected regions.  The shifting of factors from the latter 
to the former causes a vacuum and a deterioration of business efficiency 
in the latter.  The development and use of natural resources in them 
may become more difficult, because their exploitation may only be 
profitable in connexion with a certain rate of capital growth.  In a 
growing economy a stop in the industrialization process or a smaller 
rate of growth in one region compared with the rates of growth of other 
regions already means an absolute disadvantage.  If one firm or one 
industry shifts gradually from one region to another it causes external 
economies in the new location, both for the firme already existing there 
and for itself.  It can be assumed that this effect is intuitively 
^anticipated in the calculation of the moving entrepreneurs.  But the 
adverse effect in the location they are leaving, on the other firms 
there, and on the natural resources, the development of which may become 
more difficult, does not go into the entrepreneurial calculation as a 
negative item.  It necessarily follows from this that agglomeration 
tends to go beyond the social and economic optimum. 

If this is true it will be necessary to find a substitute for the 
deglomeration effect of national borders and customs walls.  The 
substitute must be an instrument which is precise enough to distinguish 
between the advantageous process of regional specialization and the 
abuses of agglomeration beyond the social and economic optimum. 

The necessity to promote a more balanced regional economic development was 

recognized by the Treaty of Rome especially through the creation of European Investment 

Bank.  According to Article 130 of the Tr*_r.ty, =*  the first task of the Bank is to 

facilitate the financing of "projects for developing less-developed regions."   As 

already mentioned in Section II of this paper the first practical large-scale 

application of this provision was announced in 19^5 • 

It is interesting to note that the regional approach within the framework of EEC 

was not applied in the initial stage of development of this institution.  The action 

of the E2C will probably be restricted to a limited number of specially difficult cases 

like that of southern Italy.  The existence of EEC does not eliminate the necessity for 

national policies of regional economic development; it merely introduces new elements 

which such policies should take into account and it croates new possibilities of which 

advantage can be taken in order to find the optimal solution.^ 

1/ Treaty, op.cit. page 113. 
2/ Compare: R. Bird. The Need for Regional Policy in a Common Market. 

Scottish Journal of Political Economy, November 1965* 

tmrn 
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3.  Tho problem of industrial location within the framework of the Council of 
Mutual Economic Assistance. 

In the evaluation of thu activity of the CM2A three stages of development, -* 

can be distinguished. 

In the first stage, in the years 19^9-195^1 the most important item in tho 

activity of CMEA was the oo-ordination of international trade of tho member countries. 

This was the period of the implementation of the policies of rapid industrialization 

which wore designed from the point of view of semi-autarkic approaches.  Each country 

in eastern Europe was developing a similar set of basic industries.-' In those conditions 

the role of international trade was recognized as secondary and clearly subordinated 

to the demands of the semi-autarkic industrialization policies.  Tlu advantages of 

the international division of labour were underestimated. 

The second stage in tho development of CHEA - in the years 195i*-1962 - haa a 

transitional character.  During this period there grow up a recognition of the 

advantages of the international division of labour.  Both in the field of economic 

policies which were carried out, and in the field of development of economic studies*' 

tho conditions for tho next stage were prepared, 

^his stage was started in 1962 at the Meeting of the Representatives of the 

Communist and Workers Parties of the Member Countries which approved the Basic Principles 

of the International Socialist Division of Labour.-^ This document opens a new chapter i¿i 

the history of CMEA as an institution promoting the international division of labour 

according to the following principles: 

"Correct assessment of the objectively necessary proportions of economic 
development in each country and in the world socialist system as a whole, 
conducive to a balanced economy in each country; 

"Economic effectiveness of international socialist division of labour which 
has its expression in rapid industrial growth and the fullest satisfaction 
of the people's needs in c-ach country, with a minimum expenditure of 
social labour; 

\/   Compare: L. Ciamaga, Od wspólpracy do integracji. Zarys organizacji i dzialalnosci 
RV/PQ w latach 19*f9-196*», Warsaw "Î965 

2/ Compare: A. Bocinar, Gospodarka europejskich krajów eocjallstycznych. Zarys roawoju 
w latach 1930-19751 Warsaw 1962. 

2/ Compare: O.T. Bogomolew (Editor). The economic efficiency of the international 
socialistic division of labour. Moscow, 1965« and F. Rakoweki. Efficiency of""""* 
Investment in a Socialist Economy. Pergoman Press, Warsaw 1966, p.288-303• 

k/   Compare: Council of Mutual Economic Assistance - Selected material and documenta« 
Warsaw 1964. 
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"International specialisation of production in combination with com- 
prehensive (versatilo) econuüiic development of e^ch socialist country 
for the fullest and most rational use of natural and economic pre- 
requisites of production, including manpower resources, in all countries; 
and   -    - 

"Gradual elimination of history-rooted economic disparities, primarily by 
industrialising the countries with a relatively low economic level, end 
by making tht> maximum use of internal resources of each country and of the 
advantages of the world socialist system as - whole". 1/ 

The influence of the development of the activities of CMEA ön industrial location 

in the years 195^1966 can be indicated mainly in two fields.  The first can be 

described as the promotion of specialization of industrial production in the member 

countries.-/ The main-stream of this activity was concentrated en the specialization of 

the already existing plants, especially of the metal, metallurgical and chemical 

industries.  But in the co-ordination of investment plans the CMEA promoted the 

specialization of the new plants which could achieve sizeable economies of scale.  In 

other words, the first channel of influence of the integration activity on industrial 

location in eastern Europe has been through the promotion of the construction of 

larger production units. 

The second field can be described as the promotion of the establishment of 

international systems of infra-structure and transport which creato new stimuli for the 

development of international economic integration and specialization.  The achievements 

of CKÏÏA in this field are very important.  They include the establishment of an 

integrated system of electric power transmission, international crude oil and natural 

gas pipelines, and international arrangements promoting more efficient use of the 

railway system. 

These improvements of the infra-structure and of the transport system have erected 

more favourable conditions in many regions of the member countries.  In some cases these 

investments are a necessary condition for the location of new plants.  The role of the 

Friendship pipeline in the location of new petrochemical plants in Eastern Europe is a 

very good example.  These achievements augur well for future developments. 

From the point of view of economic thoory, new theoretical generalizations 

relating to long-run international co-ordination of investment programmes are the most 

important factor in these developments.  The solution of this problem will also make 

possible a now long-term approach to in torna tional aspects of industrial location. 

y Basic Principles of the International Division of Labour quoted after the UN Study* 
Economic Integration and Specialization among the Member Countries of the Council 
for Mutual Economic Assistance, New York 1966 - Department of Economic and Social 
Affaire, p.13. 

2/ Compare: p.17-27 in the Study, Economic Integration and Specialisation, op.cit. 
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Section V. 

Problems of industrial location in developed and developing countries. 

1.  Introductory remarks. 

Ono of the purposes of this study is tc establish a starting point for the dis- 

cussion of the validity of european and North American experience in the field of 

industrial location for the developing countries. 

It might be said that such a discussion is extremely difficult or even 

impossible since the conditions of industrial location are quite different in 

developed from those in developing countries.  Such an approach overlooks th* 

basic fact that there are conditions governing industrial location which are 

determined by the type of applied technology and which operate universally or semi- 

uni versally.^ 

The second important consideration in the utilisation of locational experience 

is the existence of underdeveloped regions inside developed countries, where the 

economic and social conditions have oertain elements in common with condition« prevail- 

ing in developing countries. 

In this discussion two approaches can be distinguished:  the genoral and the 

analytical. 

The first approach restricts the discussion to overall comparisons where certain 

general conclusions on the locational experience of the developed countries are 

examined with a view to their application in developing countries. 

1/     Compare the following statement of 0. Lange on the scope of technical and 
balance laws of production: "The laws with the widest application in history 
are those arising from the production process - the technical and balance 
laws of production.  The most general of these laws are universal in 
character, which means that they are valid at all stages of social development 
in which production is a conscious and purposive human activity - i.e. beginning 
with the appearance of mankind.  A general technical and balance la» of 
production of this kind arises from the very existence of certain necessary 
technical and balance relationships in the production process".  Oskar Lange, 
Politicai Economy. Vol.1., New York 1963, p.6*. 

MSM 
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The second approach rocognizes the basic fact that both the developod and developing 

countries do not constitute intornally homogeneous groups. -' For the purpose of 

locational analysis these two groups of countri.á should be sub-divided according to 

the following criteria: 

(a) the level of economic development; 

(b) the economic and social system; 

(c) the sizo of the country; 

(d) the density of population. 

Such a classification would create a framowork for comprehensive comparisons of 

tho problems of industrial location on a national scale.  It is quite clear that for 

the locational policies of India the experience of the Soviet Union or the United States 

has a greater validity than that of Bulgaria or Belgium. 

If tho locational experience is compared regionally there is a much greater choice. 

The examples of industrialization of underdeveloped regions in Poland, Yugoslavia and 

Italy can be cited.   The experience in these regions will have some validity for 

solectod regions in developing countries irrespective of the size of such countries. 

A proposal might be put forward to establish permanent bilateral working relations between 

similar institutions promoting industrial growth in developed and developing countries. 

For example, one could explore the idea of an exchange of experience betwoon the Cassa 

per il Mezzogiorno and Sudene - the institution responsible for the development of north- 

eastern regions of Brazil. * 

2.  The locational Implications of industrial economics in tho developed and 
developing countries 

In Section II of this study an attempt is made to analyse the locational impli- 

cations of industrial economics in the developed countries.  The same question now 

arises in respect of tho developing countries.   In this connexion, two groupa of 

manufacturing industries in the developing countries require to be distinguished: 

y   Comparo the maps and analytical materials presented In the Atlas of Economic 
Development, edited by N. Ginsburg, Chicago 1961. 

il   Compare: S.H. Robock, ftfMtt'f PfïtiW«,flatten*.  A study of Regional Planninf 
and Foreign Aid.  The Brookings Institution, 1963. 

- -^•"- --*--•• .^M 
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(a) the industries which have to apply the sama toch.uoJ.ogy aa in the developed 

countries; 

(b) the industries which can apply a mare traditional and in most cases lens 

capital intensive technology. 

The failure of the Chinese experience to produce steel using small-scale labour- 

intensive techniques shows that in some branches, like the steel or the chemical 

industry, there is, in practice, little, if any, choice of techniques.-' 

In the oase of auch Industries the locational implications of the change in the 

size of industrial plant or the locati onal implication of technological integration and 

specialization outlined for the developed countries would appear to be fully applicable 

in the developing countries. 

^ different situation exists in the second group of industries which can apply a 

different technology from the same industries in the developed countries.  In this case 

the validity of contemporary European and North American experience is much more 

restricted.  At the same time, it would seen to be wrong to conclude that the critsria 

for location of these industries should reflect the situation of the developed countries 

at, say, the beginning of this century.  The basic difference is due to the emergence 

of macro-6conomic criteria which are, or should be, applied now in the developing 

countries and which were not applied in the developed countries fifty years ago. 

These remarks are only an attempt to open a discussion on the locational 

implications of industrial economics in the developing countries.  The solution of this 

problem can be achieved only within the framework of industrial sectoral programmi r. g 

activities, (cf. Fig. 7 in Section III). 

3•  IkrÂQçational implications of regional economics In developed and developJrg 
countries 

Section III might be a good starting point for the discussion of the following 

problems of regional eoonomlos applied to Industrial location In developing countries. 

The first problem concerns the validity of european and North American experience 

in the field of industrialization of underdeveloped regions.  As already mentioned in 

the introductory remarks, this is on« of the most important considérations in the 

utilization of locational experience of the developed countries in the developing 

1/  Agreement can be expressed with the opinion of those authors who accept the 
priority of the choice of the structure of Investment in relation, to the choice 
of technique«.  Compare: 2. Dobrska, üyhóf f"»»»!* p^odulcojl w kra.laoh 
^QJBOdarcao zaoofanvch. Warsaw 1963. 

t^^ÊÊÊÊÊamiMkiÊmi^^^a^^^iÊmaiÊÊaÊ^ÊÊÈÊ^Ê^ài 
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countries.    The key role of this factor is explained by the fact that in this case not 

only the technological experience but also the economic and social experience could,  it 
1/ 

would seem, be applied in the developing countries.—' 

The second problem in the suggested comparative discussions and studies is the 

problem of industrial growth poles.     The analysis of the economic and technological 

mechanism of an industrial growth pole^ or an industrial complex-'  can be regarded as 

one of the leading problems in the field of industrial location in developing countries. 

In recent years at United Nations conferences, much attention has boen glven,to the 

problem of industrial estates.^   However, the main difficulty in the field of 

industrial location in developing countries is not that of the physical layout of an 

industrial estate but one of the establishment or development of nuclei of industrial 

growth.      From this point of view the material of the United Nations Tashkent Seminar 

and the material of the European economic Community deserve special attention. 

The third problem of regional economics which is of importance to the developing 

countries is the proper spatial co-ordination of indust.-ial and urban growth. 

1/ With this in mind, it mifeht be suggested that the Co-ordination Centre of Social 
Sciences in Vienna, which carried out a valuable research projoct on the under- 
developed regions in ¿Europe,  start a second project in this field and promote parallel 
studies on the industrialization of selected regions in developed and developing 
countries. 

2/ auropean economic Community;    Study on the promotion of an Industrial development 
pole la southern Italy, Brussels 1966. 

3/ A. Probst,  Industrial and territorial productive complexes in the USgjj - a paper 
presented during the United Nations Seminar on the role of industrial complexes in 
economic development, Tashkent 1964. 

4/ Establishment of industrial estates in underdeveloped countries, New York 19*1. 
Industrial estates in Asia and the Far ¿aet, New York 1962.      Industrial «f^*«**» 
Africa, New York 1965.      Industrial estates Policies, Plans and Progress, NY. iw. 

5/ Compare the materials presented in the following United Nations publications: 
Urbanization in Asia and the Far ^ast, report of a ÜN-UNESOO Segnar, B*^^'» 
ÜNáaCO Research Centre on the Social TjE1Wi''•T ftf TMlf^'V112^1011 la »**Tam 
Asia, Calcutta 1957, UNESCO, Paris 1957;    nfry* «f jfflft fo If tin Aiaarioa, rjP01* or 

a TH-TWESCO Seminar, Santiago 1959, TOiSSOO, Paris 1961;   SjBSKfeJîi- «*Al2Utt 
Wbanizatlon Survey mealpn In the Mfd^terreflgjiU^gÜg^ "^t^ïT^,:^.. 
document ST/TA0/a¿.C/51.     United Nations, New York I960.     jfebjc^aatlon ia Affiti 
- report of a joint UN-IL0-UNK3C0-WH0 Workshop held in Addis Ababa from 26 Aprii 
to 5 May 1962, ü/CN.14/170-ST/TAü/Ser.C/57 - ST/£!QA/S«r.T/4. 

m_m 
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This is an extremely difficult problem.  In many developing countries the rate of urban 

growth is higher than the rate of Industrial growth.  There exists, especially in the 

over-congested metropolitan areas, an agglomeration of urban population which is much 

greater than is justified by the level of economic activity.  This encourages the 

location of additional industries in the over-congested areas.  But the efficiency 

of this policy is affected by the fact that although the newly located industrias create 

new jobs in the metropolitan areas, they do not change the existing situation in other 

areas of the country. It is therefore arguable that new poles of growth should be 

established outside the over-congested areas in order to create other points of 

attraction for migration movements. 

It is clear that both in the developed and developing countrios one of the necessary 

conditions for tho proper solution of the problems of industrial location is the 

elaboration of a programme of regional economic development of the given country, which 

will put forward valid solutions of such problems as the rates of growth of over- 

congested and developing regions, the spatial co-ordination of economic activity and 

infrastructure investment and the spatial co-ordination of Industrial and urban growth. 

An internationally valuable evaluation of Polish experience in this field is 

presented in the recent publication edited by J". Fisher.-^ 
4•  The oonfllct of sectoral and regional approaches to Industrial location In 

developed and developing countries 

Following the argument presented in Section IV as a hypothesis for discussion 

and study it could be said that the conflict of sectoral and regional approaches is 

one of the most important phenomena in the explanation of industrial location in the 

developing countries especially in countries of medliaa and large size. 

This point of view is supported by the following analysis of the Indian experience 

as presented by S.C. Kuchhal.^ 

"Industrial location in India presents sharp oontrasts.  Un the one hand, 
there is disproportionate growth cf a few large seals industries In a few selected 
areas and, on the other» the virtual absence of such enterprises in the great part 
of the country.  Host of the large scale industries are located in Calcutta and 
Bombay, primarily as a result of the unregulated freedom enjoyed by industrialists 
In promoting manufacturing enterprises and selecting these locations... .These two 
centres with 12 par cent of the total urban population aooounted for 63 per cent 
of the total workers... 

y J. Fisher, Adi tor, City and Regional Planning In Poland. Cornell (nil varsity Press, 
1966 • 

2J  S.C. Knchhal, ghe Indmtrtal economy of India. JUJLanabed 1965, p. 262. 
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"The lopsided industrial growth had adversely influenced income distribution 
and the relative standards of living of the poople in different parts of the 
country.      In particular,  it has introduced wide disparity of income between the 
industrialized areas and the underdeveloped regions:    as in 1950 the per capita 
income of mining and factory workers was RS.SuO per annum as against xtS.200 for 
agri cultural labourers.    The situation has not improved much since then..." 

After this description of tho basic facts S.C. Kuchhal makos the following 

generalization.^ 

"In an underdeveloped economy balanced regional industrialization is attained 
at a somewhat slower rate in the early stages of development due to the urgent 
need to secure the maximum possible increase in national income in relation to 
the resources available. 

However« as resources increase and development programmes are enlarged 
diversified stimuli to growth begin to function over a wide area resulting in 
higher living standards in all regions. 

But such a policy yields results over a fairly long period.'1 

The same problem is stated by Sh. Subraraania*-'  in the following way: 

"To a certain extent the predominating trend in the last decade in India - 
that the already Industrialized States... are absorbing the biggest share in 
economic development... in the long run could be advantageous too for the backward 
areas.     This type of development raises the rate of capital formation and 
accumulates more savings for the future investment in the backward areas." 

After presenting this purely economic evaluation Sh. Subramaniam stresses the 
3/ 

necessity for considering the non-economic side of the problem.--' 

"The problem is an even regional development and the distribution of the 
resources is not a pure economic one:    pure economic solutions are impossible« 
In this field there exists a competition of national, social and regional aim«. 
In a country like India the rasi .It s of economic planning ore so much dependent 
on the extent the population and politicians of the different otates are con- 
vinced by the Planning Commission and the Central Government on the superiority 
of the economic logic in relation to the political pressures.      The interest of 
the different States is concentrated on the distribution of incoaos and the 
creation of new jobs." 

In conclusion the following generalization can be made:   in developing countries 

the solution of the conflict of sectoral and regional approaches to industrial location 

Is more difficult than In the developed countries. 

y S.C. Kuchhal. OP. oit., p. 277 

2/ Sh. Sufcranisa, Dia Wlrtsohaf^satiAalÜUffig TììaHiii 1981-1961. T®>ia&z 1965, 
Kieler Studien V 69, p. 141. 

3/ Sh. Subraniam, op.clt., p. 141. m 
SM 
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The difficulty arises from the fact that in most cases the problem of industrial 

location is associated with the existence of drastic differences in income levels 

between the different regions.      The economic logic demanding concentration of industrial 

investment in the "best" regions is therefore challenged by very important social and 

political considerations.      There are also economic arguments for the promotion of the 

new industrial poles of growth in the backward areas in developing countries. 

The arguments presented above should not lead to the conclusion that the solution 

of regional problème in the developing countries could be neglectod or postponed. 

It is suggested only that, in the Initial stages of economic growth of those countries, 

the regional prob lens are relatively less important. 

Thus,  if a developing country is preparing a long—run programme of eoonomic growth 

the solution of regional problems should be planned in the final rather than the 

initial stages of the implementation of this programme.-^ 

5.     economic integration and industrial location in developed and developing countries 

Considering the implications of the material presented in Section IV for the 

developing countries, one should stress the basic difference in the aim of economic 

integration in the two groups of countries. 

In the developed countries the main aim of economic integration is to inorease 

productivity via the International Division of Labour and the International competition. 

In the developing countries, especially those in the early stage of development, these 

aims are perhaps of secondary importance and the toy issue of economic Integration is 
2/ the creation of employment opportunities through regional co-operation.-' 

U Compare the following statement of L.R. Vagale expressed in a paper prepared for the 
Uoonomlo Commission for Asia and the Far East:    "National Development Planning and 
Its Relationship with the Form and Structure of Urban and Regional Systems in the 
Countries of the SCAMS Region", g/q;.U/I&NR/H3RD/L.2 - 

"In a developing economy, investible resources, which are meagre» have to be 
utilized to the best advantage» and regions which are already In the process 
of development and which have the urban infrastructure and économie overheads 
will therefore take precedence over the depressed regions.     This is inherent 
In the nature of the regional growth process*     This does not, however, mean 
that depressed regions should not be given due consideration.     A practicable 
solution to this appears to lie in the preparation of short-term plans for 
the development of 'advanced' regions and long-term plans for the 'depressed* 
regions.     A part of the economic return obtained from capital investment in 
those regions which have higher growth potential could be invested In long-term 
development projects In the under-developed regions.     Such an approach would 
help to reduce the gap in the levels of economic development of the two' types 
of region." 

H Com*«« S. Dell* Trad» Blocks and Common Markets. London, 1963, p, 184. 
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In this formulation the word "regional" is used in the sense of United Nations termi- 

nology where region is equal to a group of nations. In the developing countries, 

therefore, economic integration, especially of small nations, is in many cases a 

conditio aine qua non of the decision to build a new industrial plant of the optimum, 

or at least minimum, size. Without the existence of common market arrangements the 

construction of the plant would be impossible because each of the markets of the member 

countries would be too small-'to create demand for its output.  In these conditions 

a new type of industrial location in developing countries is emerging - location based 

on a common market.-' After this investment decision there is a crucial difficulty. 

The new plant must be located in one of the member countries which will get the biggest 

share in the advantages deriving from the development of this plant. 

In this context the necessity of intergovernmental agreements on industrial 

location is stressed by S. Dell as follows:^ 

"Two main arguments have been advanced against any programme of inter- 
governmental agreements on the distribution of industry; that it would interfere 
with the optimum location of industry, and that it would encourage monopoly. 

On the one hand, it is contended that strictly industrial considerations 
based on the principle of comparative advantage would cause new factories to be 
located in regions providing the best combination of transport and power facili- 
ties, trained labour and ample raw materials and intermediate products. The 
licensing of industry approach, on the other hand, would retard industrial 
efficiency insofar as nw plants had to be located in countries or areas that 
were less suitable than the best sites available. 

The weakness of this argument lies in the static concept of the principle 
of comparative advantage that is implied. If, indeed, this static point of 
view were pressed to its logical conclusion, one would have to say that most of 
the new plants probably should not be placed anywhere in the less developed areas, 
but rather in North America or Western Europe. If, on the other hand, the 
principle of comparative advantage is reinterpreted within a dynamic framework, 
there is every reason to expect that even those countries that are industrially 
least developed at the present time will be operating viable industries in the 
long run. 

1/ The money income of the "median" African country is probably leas than that of an 
English tone of 100,000 inhabitants - A.J. Brown - Should African countries form 
eoogCfllc ufltoBff - P. 180 in the Volume - Economic Develonnant In Africa. 

y S?¡Çaï?,  ï'ï ^^ W§*qfcfrMM to &* fr** Mrtwn fr«»* Marfcfft» Mfe&ks Bulletin Of Economic and Social Research - Hovasbar 1Q6S. p.  m 

2/ S. Dell, "Regional Integration and the Industrialisation of Leas-Developed Countriesw, 
Development Digest. Vol. Ill, N . 3, October 1965, p. ¿2. 
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"It is also apparent that concentration of new industries in only one or 
two countries of a regional grouping would quickly cause tho grouping to break 
up for lack of any incentive to the less-favoured countries to stay i-~i.      In the 
case of Central .America, for example,  there is no reason why Honduras should 
agree to import manufactured goods from El Salvador or Guatemala at prices 
higher than those at which it could buy then from the Uni tod states,   unless 
iSl Salvador and Guatemala are,  in turn, prepared to take manufactures  ^rom 
Honduras,      Industrial development  is just ae indispensable an ingredient in 
the solution of the economic problems of Honduras as it is in the advancement 
of ¿1 Salvador and Guatemala.      The  same considerations have prompted Tanganyika 
and Uganda to ensure that they obtain their fair share in the overall industrial 
development of the ¿ast African Common Market, where free market forces operating 
without restraint would tend to locate most industry in Kenya." 

Thus,  in the case of industrial location in the framework of such arrangements as the 

Central American-^ and üast African Common Market, two interrelated issues are very 

important:    primo, the proper allocation of new locations based on a common market 

among the member countries - secondo,  the establishment of institutions which would 

promote the propor distribution of advantages derived from these industrial locations. 

From the point of view of economic research in this field we have a valuable 

starting point in the model designed by A.J. Brown-'   and developed by W.T. Newlyn.-' 

Another important contribution in this field we find in a recent atudy of the Research 

and Planning Division of the economic Commission for ^sia and the Far iast.—' 

When looking at the problem of industrial location and economic integration on a 

continental scale, especially in the case of Latin America,  a second important topic 

for consideration arises.      This is the trend set up by the sectoral forces towards 

a development in the first place of relations between the core areas of the member 

countries, while considering as less important the growing disparity of the levels 

of economic development between the core areas in the respective countries and their 

huge peripheries. 

1/ Compare the Study:    Central America:    Industrial Policy Problems, p. 117-130, 
jgconomj:c_BuUetin for Latin America. March 1964.     économie Comraunity for Latin 
America, Santiago, Chile. 

2/ A.J» Brown, "Economic Separation versus a Common Market in Developing Countries", 
YorÌPhirfr Bulletin of dcoyxnlc and Social Research. May 1961 and November 1961. 

3/ W.T. Newlyn, on. cit. 

4/ "A Model for International Harmonization of Development Plans", Research and Planning 
Division, economic Commission for Asia and the Far jäart, United Nation« 1966. 
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This problem is presented by P.K. OdelJr^  in the following way: 

"This paper has attempted to demonstrate that the moves toward Latin 
American economic integration do have some possible adverse consequences.      The 
protagonists of integration have not, it would seem, examined the spatial 
consequences:    this is hardly a surprising phenomenon in light of the fact that 
the prime motivators have been economists who - as a professional group - are 
not orientated to think in spatial terms (although there are,  of course, some 
notablo exceptions to this general rule^      Were they to think spatially, they 
migho argue that the stimuli^ to economic „growth produced by integration will 
be so great that the Limited industrial "core' areas will eond out ever- 
strengthening ripples of »spillover4' of "spread" effects to the less favoured I 
regions which will thus be dragged up on the coat-tails of the core areas I ^ 
But where is the evidence that thi3 is likely to occur - the empirical evidence 
from most of Latin America to dato - as well as from other parts of the world - 
suggests exactly the opposite:    that, in fact, a developing'area will - as it 
develops inevitably act as an increasingly powerful magnet drawing in population 
and capital from the remainder of the country and creating increasingly significant 
differentials in income levels between itself and the backward areas of the 
country.      Ultimately, there is a danger that an integrated Latin America will 
become a series of inter-connected "core" areas feeding on and having close 
relations with each other.      AJ an inevitable concomitant of this development 
each core area will be largely divorced from any effective and mutually beneficial 
contact with the remainder of the national territory within which it is situated." 

This is a very important point presented,  however, not without exaggeration. 

It is not professional bias,  but the sequence of economic analysis and policy which 

have induced the pre-agonists of integration in Latin America to concentrate their 

attention in the first stage on the balanced development of regional economy, defined 

as the necessity to diminish the differences in the levels of economic development 

of different countries in Latin America, and not on the interregional differences inside 

each oountry.-'    Here we can see a parallel to the experience of the JSuropean Common 

Market where the intorregional differences within the member countries were not a 

subject of concern in the first stages of development of this institution. 
6*     J2Sg^ejasjLye_national economic pro^anmlng and Industrial looation 

and developing oaur^ji**    „ .. ; _   :*r"  

The materials presented in this study lead to the conclusion that bot* in the 

developed and developing countries the problems of industrial looation cannot be treated 

a» an isolated phenomenon.     These problems are deeply involved in the macro-eoonoaio 

M ?•*.* Qd6ll> JfiHP ^^o^i&oaa^c.JMaaTatijm aM the looation of industrial    " 
AftW^ea, a paper to be read to the Latin ümerioan Sgioäal öonferenoTof the 
International Geographical union, Mexico, D.F., August 1966. 

^ £¿1 **rt»*' ^ffl*»1*0 ^-Oa9*10^ *• AMrtoa latina. Santiago de (Mie 1960 - quoted 
from the Folian edition, Warsaw 1964, p. 234. 
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process of the sectoral and regional transformation of the national economy of a given 

country and of the relation of this economy to that of other countries.     It appears, 

therefore, necessary to stress that both in the developed and in the developing countries 

comprehensive national programming should be recognized as the best framework for the 

macro-economic solutions of the problems of industrial location. 

In the poet-war period many authors and institutions devoted their attention to 

the methods of construction of long-run plans and programmes.--'     The solutions proposed 

represented a high level of aggregation and did not recognize the regional dimension 

of national economic growth.     In the last few years there have boen a growing number 

of publications trying to eliminate this deficiency cf long-run economic planning and 
programming»--' 

1/ Ooapare M. Kelecki, Outline of a method of oonetmotlon of a pereneotlve plan, 
papar presented during the United Nation« Conference on the AppUoatlon of Science 
and Technology to the Developing Countries.     Document C/Conf. 39/12.     The approach 
of H« Kalecki is presented too in äoonoaic Planning In Europe, Geneva 1965, 
Chapter II. 

2/ Oojpare: J.S, Dadajan, A lfr*fl of Intayrfftiona^ Re^onehjpa of a SiQfij.e System 
£pílffiua Plan of the floonomy; T.A. Reiner, a^^Mtic^i and Nation1 *Tflfir 1"T 
Deolalon Qrlteria: both papere in Regional Solenoe Aaaooiation Papers, Vol. 1¿, 1965. 

L.R. Vagale, OP. OJ^. 
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SECTION VT 

Conclusions and prospects 

1. Introductory remarks 

Directly or indirectly the problem of the criteria and levels of decisions in 

industrial location has been discussed in all sections of this study, but in no place 

has an att -rapt been made to consider it in a comprehensive way. 

Such ,.>.n attempt will be presented in Section VI.      In the following paragraphs of 

this section the most important elements of Figure 11 will be analysed.      Thiß Figure 

was designod as a schematic outline for further discussions in this field. 

2. Programming and decision units 

There are three types of programming and decision units^   which can be involved 

in the process of industrial location:    the national, the industrial and the regional 

units. 

It is clear that not every location has to be analysed or decided by all seven 

units distinguished in the scheme.      One can indicate three factors of differentiation 

in this field. 

(a) the economic and political system of the given country, recognizing 

or not recognizing the necessity of the existence of a comprehensive 

set cf inutitutions involved in the national,   sectoral and regional 

programming activities.      Here one should mention not only the difference 

between the centrally planned and market economies but also the differences 

among Western countries.- 

(b) the size and regional differentiation of the given country.      It 

should be stressed that the relationship of national and regional 

programming units is different in countries of different size:    a regional 

decision in a large country often corresponds to a national decision in a 

snail one. 

1/    In Section VI the simplified ass\imption is accepted that the programming units 
are at the same time units of decision and implementation.    In reality these functions 
are very often divided.      However, this simplifying assumption does not destroy the 
validity of the arguments of Section VI. 

2/   Compare chapters III and V in Economic Planning in Europe. Part 2 Economic Survey 
of Europe 1962, Geneva 1965. 
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There i« r*   ioubt that both in Qreat Britaiir*  and in France2'  the national 

approach t   th» probier»    f ^vareoBfoeted areas is prevailing at the present tfcae. 

'tftwm, howevor,  th« consequence« of the policies of the past are analysed, it 

appear* that these policies were Bore effective on the regional than on the national 

•aale.     in other words, it was easier tc bring about a change in the relation of 

Farts to northern Frane« and that of London to South-east Siglano, than the relation 

Unrthero to Southern frejiee, or Soutfa-eeM ftigland to the rest of the oountry. 

F. Qeorge.      •*"^*i« «•• »«^«lUii ñhmu Centrili action Industrielle, 
(feeds for industrial decentralisation and its difficulties).   ^Franoe Annales da 
Geographic no. 1, 1961. 

^ÌMÙ rnmrsUn fimlnpiflli In tilt MM iUngflflP -     A paper prepared for the 
rd Meeting of Sénior Scononic Advisors, Genova 1964. 

M paper irepared for the ffaird Meeting of Senior loonoale Jdvi sers, Geneva 1964. 

of Industri tnd Ponulatlcm 1n ftaimtit«    li nfffhll f>1 
A paper prepared for the Third Meeting of Senior 

loonoede kivieere,  Geneva 1964. 
¿/    S. Ussotyckl - CnnAMitr»t|fln, (Urf dfffltntiTfflflJill"" ftf t,Mhliltwr 1n Mené. 

Géographie FV>lonioa 7, Warsev 1965. 

y   Regional leononde Developoent in tho UK, oj^oj^. 

2/   0. Quiohard - '•ris 1965. 
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an «rp'rieal support to til» conclusion i» supplì«! fcgr th# n#yt irmphlcai 

Inventory of t,ho r»sult» of industrial docentraliaatlon (»oo Figuro 4). 

Figure A Illustrâtes the distribution of new industrial jobs created tflUiin 

th# framework of tho ¿«centralisation activities of th© Rogim of Pari« in the 

years 1949-1963. 

A »ore comprehensive ©valuation of th© probité of industrial espansi m  of the 

Parisian ragion is possible through the analysis of Figure 5, indicating the changos 

in the distribution of tho manufacturing industries in Franoe in tho years 1906-3954.^ 

Two conclusi one emerge from this analysis: 

(a) the growing share of the Parisian region in th© country's 

industrial employment. 

(b) the change in the rolative rates of expansion of the coro 

and of the fringe of the region.  In the years 1906-1926 

the core was growing quicker than the fringe, in the years 

1926-1954 the fringe was growing quicker than the core, whero 

the rate of growth was lower than tho national average. 

A aap covering the period of the next 28 years (1954-1962) would probably indicate 

that the rate of industrial expansion of the whole Parisian Region was lower than the 

national average and that the region's share in the country's industrial employment 

was shrinking. 

Analysis of the relative rates of growth of different regions in different periods 

is an important tool in the evaluation of the results cf different economic and 

social policies as applied to the solution of the problem of over-congested and 

under-developed regions.  Nevertheless, a comprehensive evaluation of the spatial 

differentiation of industrial growth should take into account not only tho rate 

but also the1 volume of growth.  In the analysis of Polish experience, during the 

years 1946-1960, three types of industrial development may be distinguished from this 

point of viewr"' 

Parla 1964. 

2/   A. Kuklinaki, OP.oit. 
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With the growing importance of socia?,  factors in industrial location,-/ the 

validity cf eociological studies in this field has also to be renenbered.    Indus- 

trial sociology is one of the most rapidly growing social sciences presenting new 
2/ 

approaches in the field of industrial location.•=*   Especially interesting are the 

sociological studies analysing the social consequences  of industrial location imple- 

mented in regions representing different complexes of social conditions and relations. 

Ideas derived from theae studies might well be valid for the fornulation and 

implementation of locational policies in developing countries.    There is no doubt 

that the interchange of the experiences of different disciplines in the field of 

industrial location is important for the solution of the problems involved. 

However an interdisciplinary approach means much more than the interchange of 

experience.    It means the study of the same problem at the same time, and perhaps in 

the same place by a team of scholars representing different disciplines.    The 

promotion of suoh studies in the field of industrial location is most necessary. 

Stressing the role of social sciences in the solution of the problem of indus- 

trial location, one should not underestimate the basic  contribution of technological 

sciences - especially in the forecasting of the locational iuplenentation of technical 

progress . 

In the development of co-operation among different disciplines for the solution 

of the problem of industrial location, the application of quantitative aethods is a 

very effective tool.    These methods improve not only the channels of interdisciplinary 

communication but also facilitate the practical implementation of tha results of the 

research activity. 

2/ 

y   Conpare: J. Drownowaki - Social and Economic lac tors in Development - Report No. 3» 
UN Research Institute for Social Development, Geneva 1966. 
2J   Compare: S. Florence.    Eeononics and Sociology of Iiidustry.    London 1964. 
J. Szcaepanski.    The Present State of Sociological Investigations on the Social Processes 
of Industrialisation.    "Sociological Studies" 1964, no. 3/W» PP» 5-50. 
A. Tour aine.    Sociologie de l'action.   Paris 1965. 
Sociology in USRR, vol. II, Moekov 1966. 
¿/   Coscare the results of a research project promoted by the European Co-ordination 
Centre for Research and Documentation in Social Sciences in Vienna. 
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In any generalizations relating to the development of quantitative methods and 

models as applied to industrial location-^ it night perhaps be said that the most 

important achievements are in two fields: primo. in the selection of the optimal 

location of an individual plant or groups of plants, and secondo, in the development 

of models of industrial growth of different regions or countries. The first type of 

model is in most cases associated with the application of micro-economic criteria 

and the second with macro-econonic ones. 

The basic difficulty consists in the development of a model which would facilitate 

the process of the proper selection of industrial location in which an integrated set 
2/ 

of macro- and nicro-econonic criteria is applied. 

Concluding the final remarks of this study, one should enphasiza the noed 

to develop international discussion on the future trends of research 

in the field of industrial location.-^ 

« 

1/ Conpare: S. Leszczycki. A Few Remarks on Econooic Geography in Connection with 
the Conference in Osieczna. "Polish Geographical Review", vol. tmil, 1956. no. 3, 
pp. 464-486. 
J. Rudzirfski.    The progress of studies of Industrial Location Abroad and Direction« of 
Research In Poland.    "Polish Geographical Review", vol. OTIII, 1956, no. 3, pp.505-532. 
P. N. Stiepanow, »Geograflva pronvah^epnoat) sgppr Mo800w   1955. 
E. Otrenba.    Allgemeine Agrar- und Industriegeographie.    Stuttgart 1953. 
y   It is quite clear that even the best possible development of quantitative methods 
will not eliminate the basic role in the process of industrial location of Judgments 
of experienced professionals, r^nagers and politicians. 
y   Compare: United Nations Center for Industrial Development, Industrial Location, 
hegional Development and Related Subjects.    A partially annoUtedMbliography. 
Working Draft - April 1966.    Sowjet Po Iauczenljn. 
Prolsweditelnych Sil.    Mhljografija po waprossn Raaaieszczenija i Rajonirowanija 
Promyszlennoati SSSR, Moskwa I960.    Bibliographie selective sur: La Politique 
Regionale Européenne Cooouncntes Européenne«, Bruxelles 1966. 
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(c) _ the sise and market interrelations of the plant which is the 

object of the locational decision. There is a basic difference 

between the decisions concerning the location of a big plant serving 

Internationa] oarkets and a anali plant serving local oarkets. 

Table 18 presents an. inventory of possible situations when we assume 

the differentiation in the sise of the cuuntry end the sise of the 

plant. 

TABLE 13 

The aise 
of the 
plant 

Sise of country j Type of Mutet 
served 

by the plant SBAll oedìun big 

SMII 

. :   ,:• 

1 
2 

•J 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

local 
regional 
national 

international 

Medina 
13 
U 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
2* 
24 

local 
regional 
national 

international 

m 
25 
26 
rr 
zu 

29 
30 
31 
32 

33 
34 
35 
36 

local 
regional 
intignai          1 

using the framework established in figure 11 and Table IB, the question can be 

put: what decision units will be involved in the prosees of location WASH a new 

plant is built in the United StaUs and in Poland! 

The location of a new cenent plant in the United States corresponds to situation 

22 in Table 18. Let us aesune that we are discussing the construction of the 

»HI in ilbuo^iextnie, lev Mexico*/ by the Ideal Oeaent Conpany which 

cenent sills located in the western and sooth western region» of the united States, 

In this the) fnlladns •^^^•^w    ^•^PWBSs^BPesHesesÄ units would be involved in the loestlonal 
prosasi.   Hie of tiie in (\)> the OfUce of Indugiai 

of the átate oí lew Mexico flj, ma the Local Authorities in 
^**^*^^sssps^Bie)^Hsssv    »    *s> <e¿ J m 

I/ Production erpeolty about 400,000 tens per 
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The location of a now cenent plant in Poland corresponds to situation 31 in 

Table 18. Let us assume that we are discussing the construction of the Nowinjr' 

cement nill. In the process of this locational decision the following planning unita 

would be involved. 
p 

1. The association of Cenent Industry in Soanowiec ( i~). 

2. Tho Ministry of Building Materials Industry and Construction 
in Warsaw {Pi±). 

3. The Authorities of the Province of Kielce including the Ragionai 
Planning Office (^i. 

4. The Local Authorities of the County of Kielce (pr,). 

5. The National Planning Commission in Warsaw (Pn). 

These two cases are presented as examples of situations which can be interpreted in 

the framework of schemes.adopted in Figure 11 and Table 18. 

This identification is a necessary preliminary stage in the evaluation of the 

locational decision.    Schemes proposed in Figure 11 and Table 1£ are perhaps heipful in 

international collari sons in this field.    The next step of the analysis is the eval- 

uation of criteria applied by programming units of different types. 

3-      Cr4t*Mäa applied la industrial progrannlnfl 

The optimization of the performance of the enterprise, expressed via the 

aaxjmization of profits or minimization of cost,^ is recognized as the basic criterion 

of location in the framework of industrial programming, if this activity is implemented 
by   i2 or   i. units. 

The elements which should be taken into account in the computation of locational 

advantages and disadvantages, are different in different branches of industry.    The 

technological and economic peculiarities of the given branch of industry are reflected 

in che difference in the relative importance of different factors of location.    This la 

why in Figure n    the column of branches is introduced between the column of criteria 
and the column of factors. 

Let us now consider the application of the micro-criterion by the programming 

units of different levels.   The most simple situation exists in the case of Pi   unit. 

The locational problem of the single plant enterprise was analyzed rather thoroughly 

in the classical theory of location.    The possibilities of progress in this field are 
limited. 

I/   Production capacity about 1,000,000 tons per year. 
y   at a given level of production. 
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The location decisions  faced by   i- units are nuch nere complicated.    In this 

case the location of new capacity oust be related to the location of the existing 

plants.    The evaluation of this locational decision oust take into account not only 

the perforaance of the new capacity, but also the influence of this perforaance on 

the total activity of the nul ti -plant enterprise. 

The role of Pi, units in the process of locational decisions is very important, 

especially in the centrally planned economies.^   These units, contrary to the practice 

of Pi? and Pi- units, apply, or should apply, not only the nicro-econaoic but also 

the nt-cro-econonic criteria.    In locational decisions the   ^ units should take into 

account not only the "sectoral" efficiency cf the given location but also the in- 

fluence of this location on the interregional balance of the national econony. 

4.      Criteria appH«rt in national programing 

The analysis of the long-run econonic policies of the ECE countries would 

probably justify the statement that the nacro-criteria listed in Figure 11 are applied, 

or at least recognized, in aluost all countries.   The international difference.* in 

this field are expressed in the relative inportance of the criteria distinguished in 

different countries, in the methods of their iaplenentatioir^ and in the results 

obtained. 
The first two criteria are applied in the decisions concerning the growth of the 

national econocy as a whole of the given country. Both criteria are nade subject to 
V certain constraints. 

i   i    . p. 

1/   However, in sone cases in the Western countries as well, the   xl units have a 
very itçortant or even decisive role in the process of locational decisions.    A v»r/ 
good exanple is supplied by Electricité de Prance in the field of long range P^f*****^ 
of the locrtion of electric power plants.    Conpare Inveatpent 65 - Model Of S«•*W 
de France - Case Study submitted by Pwu»e to the Fourth Meeting of Senior EconcöLc 
Advisers, Geneva, June 1966. 
U The different instruments of regional policy and planning in the ECK countries art 
discussed in the Study, Problens of Regional Planning and Development In europe, and in 
the United States, ECE Economic Bulletin for Sirope. Hove|ib«r 196^offlpjre, tcos the 
papers of J. Paelinck, J. Boudeville, L. I*vin and F. Lanckweirt, jfflcjBiW fltf 
Mesures ¿« Politlmie EconosAoue Regionale. Colloque annuel de l'Association de Science 
Regionale de Langue Française, Nacur, September 1966. 
2/   Perhaps the nost important one ie the balance of payment constraint. 
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But in general it can be said that in the first criterion the production aspect of 

econoidc growth is expressed, and in the second, the welfare aspect. 

In the analysis of the interrelationships of these two criteria the tine horizon 

is very important.    Especially in short-run programming the application of these two 

criteria Day lead to conflicting results.    There are even proposale to interpret this 

conflict between the maximization of investment and maximization of consumption in 

the framework of the theory of games.1' 

The recognition of the fact that regional economic development in a given 

country is an inportant macro-economic probleu led to the fornulation of two additional 

macro-criteria which are applied in national policies. 

The third criterion listed in Figure 11 has grown out of the negative experiences 

of different countries in the field of underdeveloped or depressed regions.    In this 

context not only were the economic factors considered, but also the social consequences 

of such phenomena as rapid depopulation of some regions and overcongestion of others. 

In many countries this last problen was discussed fron the point of view of national 

security.    All these considerations led to the fornulation of the notion of the 

interregional balance of national economy.    It renains open to discussion as to 

whether this is a separate criterion of national po?J.cy or only a constraint which 

should be introduced in the application of the first criterion (maximisation of 

national rate of growth). 

The fourth criterion - the minimisation of interregional difference« in the 

levels of per capita consumption - is both a criterion of social and of economic 

policy.    Here too it nay be asked whether this is a separate criterion or only a 

constraint which should be introduced in the application of the second criterion 

(maximisation of per capita consumption in national scale). 

The problem of interregional differences in the levels of per capita consumption 

is in most cases discussed jointly with the evaluation of the scale and direction of 

interregional migration.    The interregional consumption differentials are one of the 

1.    V. S. Ifedayan - A Model of Interregional Relationships In a Single System Optima 
Plan of the Economy «- Regional Science Association Paper Hv.Ghent Congrees 1964. 
. r        T—-       _ _  A. Weltwirtschaftliches 

, Geman Soonoclo 
Compare also:   J. Svennilsôn - ?1llfîjing_'<" 
Archiv, Heft 2, 1965.    H. Giersch, 
Review, No. 1, 1965. 
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very inportant factors generating interregional migration, which in turn tends to reduce 

the interregional consumption differentials but at the sane tine increases the diff- 

erences in the density of economic activity (over-concentration and depopulation). 

Therefore, the application of the third and fourth mero-criteria in national 

economic policy indirectly involves a set of attitudes and approaches to the problem 

of interregional migration. 
There is no doubt that th«s location of industrial plants, especially of large 

size, is one of the very important tools in the implementation of national economic 

policies, as expressed by criterion No. 3 and 4.    Therefore, the planning and 

programing units of Pn type, in a growing nunber of countries, are trying to find a 

proper solution in the application of macro-criteria to the problem of industrial 

location.    In this way the Pn units act, or should act, as arbiters in the conflict 
2/ 

of sectoral and regional approaches to industrial location. 

5.      Criteria applied in ref^r•1 TT"fíTan,ÍnP 
It is true that the Pr units think in aggregative terms and use the basic notions 

applied in national economic policy (income, investment, consumption and so on).    But 

these notions are applied to a regional economy and not to a national economy.    In 

other words there exists a difference in scale and a difference in the external 
3/ 

economic relations of the given areal unit.-' 
Therefore the point of view of many regional planners - that their arguments 

represent the macro-criteria of national economic policy - cannot be accepted. 

We know that the sum of regional plans does not create the national plan for a 

given country.    It is clear that the accepted average rate of economic growth for a 

given country must include regional rates of growth, which for some regione are above 

and for some others below the national average.   The decision on the interregional 

If   Compare: Â. Kuklinski - Criteria of th« Comparative Aiw«MB*nt of jfronomjc jgYgj 

Advisers, Geneva 1964.   A. Beltraoone: iti HftttUt* frifomfflttfflt flt RW•gL 
G. Vill-rs, Paris 1966.    HX> - Internatio MllffTfF»*1 Affecting Idjonr HPM »tf • 
A study of Interindustry, Occupational and Geographical Mobility in Selected Count*!«* 
of western Europe, Geneva 1965. 
2/   Compare Section III .6 of this study. 
y   Among others, there is no balancé of payment« constraint in r«gion«l policl««. 
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differentiation of the national rate of economic growth is a typical macro-economic 

decision reached at the central level of the Pn type units.^      In such conditions it 

is better to say that the criteria of regional programming represent an intermediary 

type between the micro- and nacrc—criteria. 

The second characteristic feature of regional programming is expressed by the 

fact that, in different types of regions, different criteria are applied or there 

exists a difference in ranking of the importance of the criteria presented in Figure 11. 

It is worth stressing that in the explanation of the difference in the application 

of a set of criteria in regional programming, the type of region is more important 
p       p p 

than the level of programming unit ( r,,    r^, or   r_). 

Let us consider, therefore, what criteria are applied to industrial location by 

regional programming units representing normal, over conges ted, depressed and under- 

developed regions.      The characteristic festures of over conges ted, underdeveloped and 

depressed regions were analyzed in Section III of this study.      Here we present an 

attempt to define a normal region which cannot be classified as overcongested. 

In the case of a   'normal'' region - which ceuinot be classified as o ver conges ted, 

depressed or underdeveloped - there is no necessity to design a special economic policy 

in order to solve special problems.      Generally the regional programming units in a 

normal region are most anxious to attract the location of new plants. 

Industrial development is recognized as one of the most effective ways in the 

maximization of regional rates of economic growth and in the maximization of 

per capita consumption.^        In practical discussion the application of these two 

criteria is expressed in most casos as the preference for the creation of new 

industrial jobs in a given region. 

These preferences can be interpreted in both quantitative and qualitative terms. 

Not only is the quantity of new jobs created valid, but also the quality as a way to 

attract into the region the specialists representing very high level« of technical or 

managerial abilities. 

¿/   The regional rates of growth are determined mainly via the interregional allocation 
of investment.     This is the field where interregional competition and inter- 
regional conflicts are manifested most clearly.     In the discussion of this problem 
the time lag between the allocation of investment and the interregional change in 
the rates of growth should not be overlooked,     life can imagine a situation where 
the -allocation of investment in the underdeveloped regions of a given country  . 
causes, in the first stage, ar acceleration in the rate of growth of the developed 
regions, which supply the machines and other capital goods needed by the under- 
developed regions. 

2/   The application of these two criteria can lead to conflicting results especially 
in short-run considerations. 
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However the regional programing units - in nomai regions - will not try to 

attract new industrial location at any price. Each new industrial location is 

evaluated via the application of criteria : and U,  which to a certain extent could be 

regarded as constraints in the application of the first two criteria. 

This means that the regional programming units accept new location only where it 

is not harmful to the implementation of land use and infrastructure investment pro- 

grammes which are recognized as optimal at a given time.** For example, the regional 

programming unit wUJ. not approve the location of a new plant in an area which should 

be developed as a place for recreation. Similarly, the regional programming units 

will reject a proposal of a new location which will destroy unique natural or his- 

torical objects. 

The programming units of depressed or underdeveloped regions are less anxious to 

apply these restrictive criteria to proposed new industrial location. These pro- 

gramming units, very often overwhelmed by short-run considerations, are willing to 

pay a very high price for new industrial locations. In the long run this is not a 

good policy, since sometimes the industrial development of an underdeveloped region 

is a less optimal solution than the adaptation of this region to the growing demands 

of national or international tourism. 

In the approach of regional programming units of overcongested regions to indus- 

trial location, the restrictive elements are most important. All kinds of measures 

are applied in order to prevent new industrial location in such areas. This negative 

attitude is generally expressed in the application of the third criterion, stressing 

that a new industrial location in an overcongested region will contribute towards 

further deterioration of the land use pattern and acute problems of infra-structure 

investment. 

6.  Final remarks 

Two interrelated problème constitute the key issues of this study. The first it 

the emergence and growing importare of macro-criteria,^ and the second if thè basic 

change in the structure and mechanism of the decision making prr ess in the field of 

industrial location. 

y  There are alto other considerations which should be mentioned here and especially 
the problem of the proper balance of manpower. 
2/   Coscare: Mihailovic, K, "Regionalni Aspekt Privrednog Raavcja", jjrffflfgl g*- - *«• 1» 
1962. (aigliah translation in fftltani JBropean leoaocJ.es. Pall-Winterl96¿)7 
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The simple classical situation of the XIX century - one decision making unit 

applying one micro-criterion -- is no longer valid. In contemporary economic and 

social conditions^ the locational decision is the result of a multi-stage and 

comprehensive process. 

In this new situation a major practical and theoretical problem is emerging: 

how to improve the structura and mechanism of this procoss in order to supply optimal 

locational decisions in a limited amount of time. Since this is a comprehensive 

problem, the interdisciplinary approach should be the basic feature of research 

activity in this field. This research could develop the contributions of différant 

disciplines and especially of economic, geographical, sociological and technoligical 

sciences. 

First of all the basic change in the scope of economics as a research discipline 

has to be noted. In the last decades the relatively unimportant problem of locational 

analysis has been developed into a new specialized field of economic research which is 

defined as spatial or regional economics. This change created new perspectives for 

the solutions of the problems of industrial location in the framework of national and 
3/ regional economic development. 

In this context, the contributions of economic geography and sociology should be 

emphasized. A new field of geographical research called industrial geography his 

been develop 3d in the past decade.^ A suggestion has recently been discussed to create 

a special commission on industrial location and development within the framework of 

the activities of the International Geographical Union. 

¿7We do not overlook the important differences in this field between the countries 
of centrally planned and the countries of market economies. 
lj   Compare: remarks on the character and content of regional economies in: Probleme 
of Regional Economic Planning and Development in Europe and the united States. 
ECE - Economic Bulletin for Europe, November 1965, p.3. 
¿/ Compare Resources for the Future, Staff Study - Design for a Worldwide Studj of 
Regional Development - A report to the United Nations on a Proposed Research Training 
Programme, Washington DC, 2966. 
¡J   Compare: W. S. Niencynow. Ekonomiko-matematiceskije metody Ì modeli. Moskva 1965. 
W. Isard. Methods of Regional Analysis, NÏ, I960. 
A. Gosh. Efficiency in location and interregional flows - Indian cement industry 
during the five year plans, 1950-1959. Amsterdam 1965. Contributions to Economic 
Afcalytds, No.34-. 
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